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Dream season ends

WHAT'S IN’SIDK

By Jayson Bussa
GVL Sports Editor

News
The
College
Republicans sold baked
goods for different
prices based on race
and gender
AS

-

*
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All falls down: Sophomore guard Erika
takes a spill during the Laker's Elite Eight game in Hot
Springs, Ark. The Lakers lost to Seattle Pacific 67-55

HOT SPRINGS. Ark - A
loss in Arkansas counts the
same as a loss anywhere else,
except when it marks the end
of the
best
women’s
basketball season in Grand
Valley State University
history.
The leakers made the trip to
Summit Arena in Hot
Springs. Ark., as a member of
the Elite Eight of the NCAA
Division
II
women’s
tournament for the first time
in school history. The Lakers
fell in a 67-55 loss at the
hands of No. 3 ranked Seattle
Pacific University Falcons
(28-2) capping a record
setting season. The Lakers
end the season 28-6.
“I am extremely proud of

the effort that our players had
played with all year long,”
said Laker head coach Dawn
Plitzuweit, who on Tuesday
night was mimed the 2005
Russell
Athletic/WBCA
National Coach of the Year.
“I thought we made a great
effort tonight and our defense
played pretty solid other than
giving up so many offensive
rebounds.”
The Laker defense cut
down
the
offensive
production the Falcons arc
accustomed to. Seattle Pacific
came into the tournament
averaging 79.3 points a game,
led by point guard Amy
Taylor, who is a finalist for
All-American honors and has
already
been
named
Northwest
Athletic
Conference player of the year.
The Lakers held the

Falcons to 67 points, causing
them to turn the ball over 17
times. Taylor was held to only
three points in the first half
until she turned it on in the
late minutes of the game to
end with 15,
“Their defense was as
impressive as we have ever
faced,” Seattle Pacific head
coach Gordy Presnell said.
“We had a hard time getting
the ball to go where we
wanted it to go.”
With defense being the
keystone for the Lakers’
success this season, GVSU
couldn’t muster enough on
the offensive side to finish
successfully.
GVSU went 19-61 from the
field in their final game. They
hit 5-of-17 from the 3-point
SEE BASKETBALL, A2

Laker Life
Three female students
were honored by the
Women’s Center with
awards
for
their
community service and
advocacy for women
A4

Seniors:
Lock in
on low
rates

War critics march in GR
Anti-occupation activists
expressed their concerns
with a rally and march
through downtown

DOWNTOWN
Women’s rights activist
and author Ninotchka
Rosea gave a speech at
Loosemore on Friday
A6
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Features
Local nock groups branch
out of the Grand Rapids
scene and are on the road
to making it big
A10

SPORTS
The rowing teams
fought
Michigan
weather this weekend
in their only home meet
B1

WEEKEND
WEATHER
Thursday

Friday

By Steve Rottschafer
GVL Staff Writer

By AJ Colley
GVL Assistant Editor

Hundreds of cities across
America united and rallied
against the occupation in Iraq
last
Saturday
afternoon,
including about 1(H) people at the
Calder Plaza in downtown Grand
Rapids.
The rally, initiated by member
groups of the West Michigan
Justice and Peace Coalition
brought together citizens who
take different sides of the Iraqoccupation argument.
Chants, curses and cheers
blared from the bullhorn of
several speakers reciting poems
critical of Bush and somber
messages of concern for soldiers.
Iraqis and American citizens.
Mark Mattison of the WMJPC
shouted. “We reap what we sow.
If we sow destruction, we will
reap destruction.” inciting cheers
from the crowd.
“Our government is trying to
make Iraq a client state beholden
to our national interests in the
region," Mattison bellowed from
behind the megaphone.
Concerns about the occupation
expressed at the rally by various
speakers were based on peace,
misdirection of funds and a
belief in a certain quality and
value of human life.
Those
condoning
the
occupation were also present,
albeit in smaller numbers.
Supporters of the current
wartime leadership expressed
their opposing views on the
opposite side of Ottawa Avenue.
Jon Dawson, a man who wears
his patriotic heart and a National
Rifle Association patch on his
sleeve, headed the opposition.
"Surrender is not the answer,"
he said. "America is the most
powerful country in the world
and somebody has to take a stand
for the freedom of all peoples.”
“Might does not always equal
right.” said one member of the
rally from across the street.
The tension filling the gap of
Ottawa
Avenue
remained
physically peaceful.
Drums sounded the presence of
the “Radical Anti-Imperialist
Marching Band." a group of
about 30 young adults donning

It sounds like a spam email — consolidate your
loans and lock in on fixed
rates! — but experts are
suggesting just that to
students graduating in May.
Every year on July 1
federal student loan rates are
adjusted, and as that date
approaches analysts are
projecting increases in loan
interest rates as high as 2
percent.
Students
graduating in April will be
faced with the new rates
unless they “lock in” on
current rates.
Currently, the in-school
interest rate is 2.77 percent.
By consolidating, students
combine loans into one
payment while locking in
the current interest rate.
Ken Fridsma, director of
financial aid at Grand Valley
State University, said if
students
who
have
borrowed
$20,000
consolidate now, they could
save $ 1 ,(XX), as it seems the
interest rate will increase.
To students in their last
semester
of
college,
Fridsma said, “I would
certainly recommend you
consolidate at this time.”
Fridsma added there is
“absolutely no downside” to
consolidating loans.
Not
everyone
can
consolidate,
however.
Lenders have different
required minimums for
consolidation. Some lenders
also prohibit consolidating
more than once.
Another concern for
students considering loan
consolidation is President
George W. Bush’s proposed
budget for 2006. The Bush
administration
is
recommending changes in
the loan consolidation
program. Instead of fixed
interest
rates.
which
students can currently take
advantage of, changes to the
system could allow rates to
fluctuate with market rates.

CVL / Lisa Marie Zavesky

Expressing their views: Community members, students and children showed their support in the cold and rain at the 'End
the Occupation' rally in downtown Grand Rapids on Saturday. Inset: Members from the surrounding areas showed up in
the cold, misty weather to show their feelings about the war in Iraq.

mostly black, red and military
green.
Some
also
wore
bandannas — guarding their
identity — while others bore
anarchist insignia.
With the band’s arrival the
speeches were paused, and the
march began through downtown
Grand Rapids.
During the march Mattison
remained by the “La Grande

Vitesse” monument passing out
information
about
anti
occupation. He suggested that
the most important way to help
or become involved is to reach
out to veterans and disenchanted
soldiers and their families.
“Apathy is a problem here in
America," he said. “Americans
need to become better informed
and not rely on the current

administration's buzzwords such
as freedom, democracy and
values.” Mattison said he and the
WMJPC were encouraged by the
turnout, and remain steadfast
that change can occur.
The National Priorities Project
estimates,
based
on
congressional appropriations.
SEE OCCUPATION, A2

SEE RATES, A2

DPS purchases new, 'alternative' vehicles
New vehicles will
help serve DPS and
the greater Grand
Valley community
better

Sunday
it
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By Alan Ingram
GVL Nm* Editor
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The Grand Valley State
University Department of
Public Safety added two
new and different vehicles to
its fleet this year.
DPS purchased a 2000
Dodge Dakota pickup truck
and a 2(X>4 Chevrolet Tahoe
as alternative vehicles to the
standard patrol car. The
department has used the
Tahoe since October and the
Dakota since late fall. Capt
Brandon DeHaan. assistant
director of public safety,
said.

In all, DPS has five
vehicles assigned to it.
Besides the Dakota and
Tahoe, the other three are
standard
patrol
cars,
DeHaan said.
Both
vehicles
are
equipped with four-wheel
drive, which DeHaan said is
beneficial in the winter. The
Dakota replaces the minivan
DPS used previously, which
DeHaan said “was not
strong enough for the kind
of work required of it."
In addition to being a part
of the traffic unit, the Dakota
will transport the parking
cones in the winter. The
cones in the parking kits
“aid our students in parking
by making parking as visible
as possible." DeHaan said
The Dakota was in good
condition
when
DPS
purchased it. It came with a
cap over the hed, which
DeHaan said is useful to

keep property out of the
weather conditions.
“This is an alternative type
of vehicle to a standard
patrol vehicle," DeHaan
said.
DPS does a variety of
parking lot assists from dead
batteries to helping students
who do not have power
windows or locks and have
locked their keys in their
cars. DeHaan said.
A number of both
university and conventional
police departments use
Tahoes. he added Most of
them, however, are twowheel drive models.
“We’ve found that it’s
proven itself over and over
again,” DeHaan said. He
added that DPS is able to
respond to calls faster since
the vehicle has more
traction.
SEE VEHICLES, A2
V
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N*w whffU: The Department of Public Safety bought a 2004 Chevrolet Tahoe (pictured above) and a
2000 Dodge Dakota to add to their fleet
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BASKETBALL
ciuitimiiHl from pagt* VI
line ;uhI \Ihm a nx*agcr 12-21
hxnn tlx* lux* thnns line.
“I dunk \u* got some gixxl shots
oft." Phi/uwoit s.»ul "We got lo the
lux* throw lux* where things dxln't
quite go iHu way. nx*y |SPU]
executed iuxI tlx*y gi4 sIxhn dial I
wouldn't sax were necessarily easy
hut dx*> Ux>k those opportunities
Hum us."
A scrappy first halt loti the
l akers in a hole going in to
h.ilftmx* 31 24 llx* Falcons ux>k
tlx* lead indefinitely at tlx* 7:39
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WHh both

teams eixiing the first half with
nine field goals, the advantage
went to Seattle Pacific at the free
throw line, fix* Falcons hit 10-13
in tlx* first half while the leakers
went 4-9 Junior Niki Reams, who
was nanxxl to tlx* All-Anxrican
team, was tlx* only leaker that saw
tlx* lux* tor GVSU in the half.
Itx* second half belonged to
Seattle Pacific as tlx*y called upon
Taylor ;uxl 6 fix>t 4 inch center
Brittney Krvxin to handle their
scoring efforts. Kroon had 10
points in tlx* second half along with
Taylor's 12. The Falcons got in
front of tlx* l .akers by as much as
13 at tlx* 13:44 mark.

A Janine Guastella layup with
9:56 left to go brought the leakers
back within six points. Taylor and
the Falcons finished GVSU off,
ending the game by a score of 6755.
Reams led scoring for the Lakers
with 25 points despite facing
frequent double-team efforts.
Reams also had five rebounds and
dished off three assists. Reams shot
16 of Grand Valley’s 21 free throw
attempts, knocking down 10 of
them.
"We worked on that (facing
double-teams] in practice,” Reams
said. "1 drive to the basket and a lot
of people move up so 1 try to find

GRAND VALLEY LANTHORN

the open person.”
Freshman center Rachael Willett,
who was brought in to bang bodies
with Knxm. tied a career- high w ith
11 points*Willett also pulled down
four rebounds.
“I’ve played against big people
before,” Willett said. "She’s a
really gixxl player and we just tried
tb keep her from posting right and
left.”
With the 2(X)4-2(X)5 season in the
books, the Lakers will attempt to
return to the national stage next
year. All players will return except
Guastella. .
"(Guastella] was a great leader
for us,” Plit/.uweit said. "A lot of
times oft the court (she was] doing
things that leaders need to do.”

OCCUPATION
continued from page A1
that the war and occupation
has exceeded $150 billion. It
also estimates the violence has
caused about 19,000 deaths,
over 1.5(H) of which are military
personal and 43 of which are
from Michigan, according to the
Web
site
http://www.icasualties.org.

RATES
continued from page A1
Every July 1 loan rates change
based on short-term treasury bills,
or T-bills. These bills have been
rising all year, causing experts to
project an increase in loan interest
rates.
T-bills will be looked at in May
to determine the change in rates
July 1. While students must
consolidate before July 1 to ensure
the lower fixed interest rate,
students do have a grace period
after graduation to consolidate
before July.
To consolidate loans, Fridsma
directs students to call (8(X)) 5577392
or
to
visit
http://www.loanconsolidation.ed.g
ov.

VEHICLES
continued from page A1
DeHaan added that since police
officers are required to carry more
Lind more equipment, it is difficult
to fit everything in a standard
patrol car. The Tahoe provides
more room for the equipment they
need to carry.
"It's been very beneficial in that
regard," DeHaan said.
Since trucks are built to
withstand more, DeHaan said he
thinks the two new vehicles will
last longer. Currently, DPS patrol
cars are on a three-year turnover.
The Dakota is currently on a fiveyear turnover and the Tahoe is
expected to last about four years.
DeHaan said the old minivan had
high repair costs, and added that
the maintenance cost now should
be less.
DeHaan said he understands that
people may be concerned about the
fuel mileage that the new vehicles
get. He added DPS encourages its
officers to be as fuel efficient as
possible.
According to industry standards,
police vehicles generally get less
than 10 miles per gallon.
"What we are kx>king for is the
most effective and efficient way
for our organization to respond to
calls for service and to student
needs," DeHaan said.

FEEL
THE

West Michigan's Finest
Indoor Paintball Arena
10% Discount
with GVSU I.D.

RUSH!

Private groups and
parties available
Drop in play available
Safe, affordable and fun
Clean, well lit environment
Great alternative year round

03/07/05 - 3/11/05

209-05: Retail Fraud, Kirkhof Center. GVSU employee reported
attempt to return stolen property.
Report currently under
investigation. Open.
210-05: Narcotics, Pew . Living Center. Subject warned lor
Possession of Drug Paraphernalia and Use of Marijuana. Subject
trespassed from GVSU. Subject is not a student. Closed.
211-05: Traffic Accident, Lot D.
purposes. Closed.

213-05: Possession of Marijuana, S. Campus Dr./Pierce St. One
cited, subject lodged at Ottawa County Jail. Warrant requested.
Subject is not a student. Closed. ♦

Think you’ve got
what it takes to
work at an award
winning college
newspaper?
Find out.
<§V Hantljorn is now
accepting
applications for all
positions for the
Fall ‘05 semester.
Positions available:
-Editor In Chief
-Managing Editors
-News, Sports, Laker Life, A&E, Downtown
Editors
-Advertising Manager
-Business Manager
-Ad Designers and Sales Reps
-Distribution
-Columnists
-Staff Writers
-Layout Staff
-Photo Editor
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Reserve Your Game Today

Report taken for insurance

212-05: Larceny, Lot D. Victim reported stolen car radio. Report
currently under investigation. Open.
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Alan Ingram, News Editor
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Controversial monument visits GR
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The granite sculpture
bearing the Ten
Commandments has
been touring the
country

from AP news wire

Schlavo's parants baa
court ta act quickly
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) — Warning
thal Terri Schiavo was “fading
quickly” and might die at any
moment, her parents begged a
federal appeals court Tuesday to
order the severely brain
damaged woman’s feeding tube
reinserted. David Gibbs III,
attorney for parents Bob and
Mary Schindler, told the 11th
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in
Atlanta that the 41-year-old
woman might die before they
could get a chance to fully argue
their case that her rights are
being violated. The appeal came
after a federal judge in Tampa
rejected the parents’ emergency
request.

Pullca: Minn, teen
gunman shot at random
RED LAKE. Minn. (AP) The boy accused of killing nine
people in a shooting spree first
shot his grandfather and his
companion, then donned the
man’s police-issue gunbelt and
bulletproof vest before heading
to the high school, where he shot
students and teachers at random,
authorities said Tuesday. FBI
agent Michael Tabntan said Jeff
Weise appeared to be acting
alone in Monday’s rampage and
the motive was unknown. When
it was over. 10 people, including
five students and Weise himself,
were dead.

Bngbdnd residents kill
three militants
BAGHDAD. Iraq (AP) Shopkeepers and residents on
one of Baghdad’s main streets
pulled out their own guns
Tuesday and killed three
insurgents when hooded men
began shooting at passers-by,
giving a rare victory to civilians
increasingly frustrated by the
violence bleeding Iraq. The clash
in the capital’s southern Doura
neighborhood erupted when
militants in three cars sprayed
bullets at shoppers. Three people
_ a man, a woman and a child _
were wounded.

Report: Pope not doing
well on medication
VATICAN CITY (AP) - Pope
John Paul II is vomiting,
suffering strong headaches and
not responding well to his
medications, an Italian news
agency reported Tuesday, but the
pontiff’s chief doctor dismissed
speculation the pope will be
hospitalized again. The Apcom
news agency, quoting unnamed
sources, also reported that John
Paul was suffering from overall
weakness as he recovered from
surgery to ease a breathing

Pollco: Teenage girl
held hostage In N.I.
NEW BRUNSWICK. N J. (AP)
— A teenage girl was being held
hostage Tuesday in a home, and
authorities had the building
surrounded, police said. Police
Sgt. Thomas Keefe said police
believe that one armed man. and
possibly two, was holding the
14-year-old hostage. County
hostage negotiators were on the
scene, and Keefe said authorities
were communicating with a
suspect.

Doenmont: Bln Udon
ovadod O.S. forces
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
terror suspect held at
Guantanamo Bay. Cuba, was a
commander for Osama bin Laden
during the Soviet occupation of
Afghanistan in the 1980s and
helped the al-Qaida leader
escape his mountain hideout at
Tora Bora in 2001, according to
a U.S. government document.
The document, provided to The
Associated Press in response to a
Freedom of Information request,
says the unidentified detainee
“assisted in the escape of Osama
bin Laden from Tora Bora."

IxpIdslM mortis of
Idlrat kills twt
BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP) - An
explosion tore through a
business center in a Christian
town near Beirut early
Wednesday, killing at least two
people in the second deadly
attack against an anti-Syrian
stronghold since the murder of
Lebanon’s former prime minister
last month. The political turmoil
touched off by the assassination
of Rafik Hariri continued
Tuesday as about l.(XX) students
shouting “Death to America'
and shredding a portrait of
President Bush marched on the
U.S. Embassy in Beirut to
criticize what they said was
Washington’s interference in
Lebanon.
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CVL Downtown Editor
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On tour: The large sculpture with the Ten Commandments on it has made its way around the country

A
5.3(H)
pound
granite
monument bearing the Ten
Commandments made its 151st
tour stop in Grand Rapids at (alder
Plaza on March 17. Hie monument
was brought to Grand Rapids by
the American Veterans in Domestic
Defense, who obtained it after it
was at the forefront of controversy
m Alabama.
Alabama Supreme Court Justice
Roy Mixire. who put the
monument on display at the state's
Supreme Court building before a
federal judge ordered that it be
removed, designed the large

sculpture. Moore fought to have
the monument stay ;uxJ lost his job
as a result.
“A mean old judge acting outside
of the constitution hxiked at the top
of the monument and said ‘that
information is dangerous to the
American people,’" said James
Cabaniss. president of AVIDD. The
top of the monument bears the Ten
Commandments.
Cabaniss thinks the government
had no nght to force Moore to
remove the monument. He said the
government
overstepped
its
bounds in Alabama.
“The First Amendment clearly
says ’Congress shall make no laws
respecting the establishment of
religion or interfere with the free
exercise thereof." Cabaniss said.
He added since Congress has no
right under the constitution to make
laws dealing w ith religion, then no
judge has anything to rule on.
Kevin Den Dulk. a political
see: monument, as

Bake sale causes controversy
Prices at College
Republican bake sale
were discounted for
women and minorities
By Jenna Carlesso
GVL Staff Writer
At a bake sale, would you choose
a vanilla cupciike or a chocolate
cupcake? If the chocolate cupcake
cost 75 cents and the vanilla
cupcake cost $2. would your
decision change?
Members of the Grand Valley
State
University
College
Republicans set up a b;tke sale
Monday in the lobby of the
Kirkhof Center to promote
awareness
of
changes
in
affirmative action. Although their
table was garnished with cupcakes,
the Republicans said their message
was not to raise funds, but rather to
attract attention for their beliefs tin
the issue of affirmative action on
campus.
“We want to alter the way
affirmative action runs,” said Kyle
Rausch, sophomore and president
of the College Republicans. "Not
by
issues
of
race,
but
economically."
To do so. the group created flyers
and posters to showcase their
opinions.
Their bake
sale
campaign, called "The Affirmative
Action Bake Sale." featured
desserts
priced
differently
according to race and gender.
“Controversy
generates
discussion,
and
discussion
generates involvement," Rausch
said. "If this buzz keeps generating,
more people w ill be educated."
The Republicans said their
message was not meant to cause
offense.
“We’re not try ing to get people
mad at us." said Matthew Blondke,
a senior and a member of the
College Republicans. “|We want
to) just raise the awareness."
In
their
campaign.
the
Republicans aimed to project the
message that admissions, like their
bake sale prices, are not equal for
everyone. This brought about
mixed reactions from the public, in
particular, from a second table
holding a T-shirt and
bake sale beside
them.
"The point they’re
trying to prove is
ludicrous,”
said
Kimberly Pearson, a
junior and president of
You Beautiful Black
Woman. “I don't feel they
should be able to do that on
an
affirmative
action
campus."
YBBW had set up a sale to
celebrate the aspects of being
African-American.
“[Our sale) was formed to
uplift our race and embrace our
culture,” Pearson said.
Many students, including
several members of YBBW were

CH

Ijslyn Gilbert

A (firm* a dozen: Matthew Blondke Ireas and Kyle Rau** h ol the College Republicans sold baked go**!*. kwed on race and gender Mondav in the Kirkhof Center.

offended by the Republicans'
campaign.
“They fail to realize that they
have what is called white
privilege.” Pearson said. "They live
in a world where they don't see
other
groups
of
peoples’

struggles
and backgrounds. If
they ever hiid to step outside then
box or comfort zone, they would
see what it’s like to be part of a

sy stem that has |been| set up to tail
us."
The College Republicans were
also working to informotlters at tin'
sale of Proposition
209, a Michigan Civil
Rights
Initiative
campaign that will
allow tin' public to
vote against the
state's use of
ethnicity and race
in
college
admissions,
state
employment or
all
other
functions
supported by
the
state.
This option
for voting
w ill appear
on the' MCRI
200b Ballot
"Affirmative action is a blessing
and a curse," said sophomore and
YBBW member Vivian Kendall.
"We do get to go to school. but
people don’t undcrstiuxl that tlx're
are bl.xks who earn their way in.

We have to take tlx* ACTs and get
gixxl grades like everyone else. We
are holding our ow n."
This is not the first public
awareness event held by the
College Republicans. In the past
the group has run advertising
campaigns and brought in
speakers. Among tlx* speakers last
year was singer aixl republican Ted
Nugent.
“Tlx'iv were a lot of responses to
tlx* Ted Nugent speech last year."
said Bi>b Stoll, director of Student
Life. "We want, as an institution of
higher learning, to generate
discussion on debates ;uxl topics."
University Council nx'inber Tom
Butcher discussed tlx' legal aspects
of the Republicans' actions.
“1 don't see this as a first
amendment issue because they
actually engaged in the selling of
baked gixxls." Butcher said,
“which is clearly a violation of
university policy. This is ix>t them
simply expressing their opinions,
they were actually engaging in the
transaction of business"
Some students believe the
Republicans lack perspective

“[These people| have never been
to an inner-city school," Pearson
said. “If tlx're is no opportunity for
equal education [from the
beginning], their beliefs shouldn’t
be valid "
Passersby in Kirkhof had mixed
responses.
Complaints were
brought to various offices on
campus following the sale.
“1 understand the reasoning of
[the Republicans’| stance, but I
don't agree with tlx' policy," said
junior Leda Turner "They have the
right [to gather|, but I don't think
they're proving the point"
All funding for tlx' Republicans'
bake sale was prov ided by private
donors. No aid was received from
the Office of Student Life at
GVSU.
GVSU is an affirmative action
aixl equal opportunity institution.
Information about the MCRI
Ballot and issues of Affirmative
Action can be found at tlx.' Web site
http: //vv w w.MCRI2(X J4.org.
"We’re not trying to offend
anyone, just get people to think,"
Rausch said. "As long as people
start thinking, we did our job."

Eight arrested for drunken driving
A high number of
people face penalties for
operating while
intoxicated
By Alan Ingram
GVL Nao$ Editor

An “unusually high number"
of drivers were arrested this
weekend for operating a motor
vehicle while intoxicated, said
Capt. Brandon DeHaan. assistant
director of the Department of
Public Safety.
Eight people were arrested
between last Thursday and

Sunday nights. Of those, seven
were under the age of 21. Four of
the eight were Grand Valley
State University students, and
three of those four were under
21.
The arrested individuals were
taken to the Ottawa County Jail.
“The number is higher than
we've seen in the past for a given
weekend at this organization,"
DeHaan said.
The officers suggested that the
individuals either leave their car
in a parking lot. have it towed or
find a friend to drive their
vehicle home. Several of the
students were able to find
someone si>ber to come and get

s

their car.
DeHaan said he is concerned as
to why students were not using
that as an option to begin with,
since most either lived nearby or
knew someone in the area.
“They're not using the options
that are out there for them to be
safe and go home," DeHaan said.
rhere are many options that
people can use it they have had
nx> much to drink. DeHaan said
They could identify a designated
driver at the beginning of tlx:
evening, or they could arrange
another mode of transportation,
which could include calling a
taxicab.
Some people may think they

are capable of driving while
under the influence of alcohol.
DeHaan said, but added that
people should not drive after
drinking.
"We are very concerned about
our student population being safe
and making sure they do not
operate while intoxicated,"
DeHaan said, "Individuals that
are under 21 years of age should
not be consuming alcohol." he
added.
If convicted, the individuals
w ill face a variety of penalties.
Topically, the fines and costs for
operating a vehicle while
intoxicated is about $850. with
12 months probation and usually

a few days in jail. Additionally,
the Secretary of State imposes a
$5(X) Driver Responsibility fee
for two consecutive years. Six
points are also assessed to the
driver's record.
When someone gets arrested
for operating while intoxicated,
that person's insurance rates will
also increase as a result of the
points.
IX'Haan said people need to
remember they should arrange
another form of transportation if
they've been drinking
"[The| truth is. it’s not safe to
operate
if
you’ve
been
consuming alcohol," DeHaan
said.
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Female students honored
by CVSU Women's Center
The Women’s Center
honored three women
with awards for service
and advocacy of women’s
issues
By Angela Harris
GVL Stuff Writer
Nina Franz, one of the three
recipients of the Women’s
Center Outstanding Female
Student
Award,
is
from
Germany and came to Grand
Valley State University after
visiting friends in Grand
Rapids.
Franz began working at the
Women’s Center after deciding
it was the only place on campus
where she could personally
contribute something positive.
She received the award at the
Outstanding Women’s Award
Ceremony held by the Women’s
Center on March 16 in the Pere
Marquette Room.
“It means a great deal to me
because it is an award not given
to people because of their
grades, and I appreciate it
personally,” Franz said.
The student award is given to
females
who
significantly
impact the lives of other
females through community
service or commitment. They
must have shown strong
commitment to issues such as
equity and have done a project
involving this, as well as being
role models who “inspire and
empower other women,” said
Marlene
Kowalski-Braun.
director of the Women’s Center.
Franz is the founding member
of the Swim Art Gallery in
Grand Rapids, from which
Division
Avenue
Arts
Cooperative evolved. Amanda
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Making a difference: Jasmine Tolbert (left to right), Jennifer Moore, and Nina Franz were awarded the Outstanding Female Student Award by the* Women's Center
last Wednesday.

Zanon,
a
senior
communications major said.
The cooperative has been active
as a leading volunteer venue for
art. music and other cultural
community events.
She has also studied abroad in
China and helped with various
programs through the Women's
Center dealing with women and
gender issues. Zanon added.
“Nina is a truly exceptional
student and an excellent
candidate for the exceptional
student award,” Zanon said.
This was the third year that

the award has been given, said
Jo Ann Wassenaar. assistant
director of the Women’s Center.
Last year’s winners presented
the awards to this year’s
recipients.
Several other women of the
GVSU community were also
honored at the ceremony. Senior
Jennifer Moore and Jasmine
Tolbert,
an
international
relations major, received the
award with Franz.
Moore received the award for
involvement
on
campus
including co-producing the

Vagina Monologues this year,
being a multicultural assistant
and coordinating the Tunnel of
Oppression, said Elizabeth
Smith, a GVSU graduate. In
addition, Moore volunteers at
the Family Independent Agency.
For Tolbert, a first generation
student to attend college,
receiving the award was a
surprise.
“(Receiving it) means a lot to
me,” Tolbert said. “Most of the
time. I feel like 1 am running
around like a chicken with my
head cut off trying to get things

done, but apparently l am
accomplishing some of my
goals and aspirations, so it
makes me really happy."
Kisha
Thomas-Bostic,
a
GVSU graduate, said the
nominators for Tolbert called
her a trailblazer and said her
“diligence and dedication are an
inspiration for all women who
are striving for success.”
Tolbert volunteers at the
United Methodist House in
Grand Rapids as a youth tutor
and has volunteered at the
Guiding Light mission in Grand

Rapids by putting on an
informational session about
HIV and AIDS.
“Jasmine’s commitment to
education, community service,
academics and her family
makes her an outstanding
female student,” Thomas Bostic
said.
The Maxine Swanson Award.
Barbara Jordan Award, the
Positive
Black
Women
Scholarship Award, and the
Women’s Commission Lifetime
Achievement Award were also
presented at the ceremony.
Gayla
Jewel.
nursing
professor, received the Maxine
Swanson Award for her work
with the university programs
and her efforts in Nicaragua.
“It’s a wonderful women's
tradition. 1 think, of handing on
something to the women who
are coming behind us." said
Wendy Wenner. associate vice
president for Academic Affairs,
of presenting an award.
Sonia Dalmia was honored
w ith the Barbara Jordan Aw ard
Mary
Seeger,
dean
of
Advising Resources and Special
Programs, received the first
ever Women’s Commission
Lifetime Achievement Award.
Seeger has served at GVSU for
40 years and w ill retire in June
In presenting the award to
Seeger. Catherine Frerichs.
director of Pew
Faculty
Teaching and Learning Center,
said that while Seeger served
GVSU and dealt in women’s
issues, she did it all with style
and referenced her sense ot
humor and many colorful
outfits.
“As Dr. |Johnine| Callahan,
(former director of the GVSU
Honors college] said. Mary is
truly the knot at the end of the
rope for students,” Frerichs
said.

Explore the Arab World
Week tosses stereotypes
By Jessica Russell
GVL Staff Writer
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Louie, Louie: Louie the Laker cheers with fans during an earlier basketball game this season. Tryouts for Louie the Laker
will be held tomorrow.

Louie the Laker: The
Clark Kent of GVSU
A look at the confidential
life of Louie the Laker in
the midst of the search
for a new student to play
the mascot
By Sarah Hawley
GVL Staff Writer
It ain’t easy being Louie the
Laker — big head, big feet, no
insurance, no paycheck and no
identity. But, the Grand Valley
State University mascot is missing.
Tryouts for the position of the
mascot are tomorrow at 3 p.m. in
the Laker Dance Studio.
Flyers posted on campus for
tryouts request a male or female
between 5 feet 7 inches and 6 feet I
inch tall. The person has to be a
full-time or part-time student at
GVSU as well
No past experience is required,
explained Angie Goyette. assistant
marketing director for GVSU.
Goyette described people to be
considered for the position as
"outgoing people who like Grand
Valley and are excited about it —
creative, not shy.”
There are always ups and downs
to performing. Past Louies have
experienced the best and worst,
especially
while
remaining
unidentified.
Linder GVSU rules. Louie the
Laker cannot reveal his or her tme

identity. This is to protect the
person behind the mask and to
keep Louie as a symbol for the
university, Goyette said.
“It’s easier if no one knows who
he is.” she said. "TYying to have a
mascot as an image to the
university ... is not when you put a
face to it.”
His friends all think he is
working or at home for the
weekend. Goyette said. The most
common cover-up is waiting tables
at a restaurant because those hours
are flexible.
Girlfriends have had a difficult
time with this in the past, Goyette
said. Louie almost lost his
significant other when she thought
he was cheating on her. She went to
his work, where he was supposed
to be. and the people there had
never heard of him.
"He had to tell her.” Goyette
said. "She didn't believe him. so I
had to tell her as well.”
The girlfriend is one of a small
number of people who know 1 axiie
by his real name. The co-ed
cheerleading squad and marketing
staff are the group of agents
keeping Louie’s secret identity
undercover.
The current Louie is of junior
status and has yet to blow his cover,
Goyette said. But Goyette axild
not say the same about a past
mascot who was fired for taking his
head off on ESPN.
“Dxiie symbolizes the spirit of
Grand Valley, and he brings an

image of strength.” said Doug
Lipinski. head athletic marketing
director. "The community doesn't
need to know who is in the
costume, because Louie is larger
than one person. The community
wants to know if Louie will be
there to support their team.”
Louie practices and trains every
summer at Mascot Camp at the
University
of
WisconsinMilwaukee campus. Louie travels
to the camp with the co-ed
cheerleading team. Mascots cannot
talk, so they learn their own sign
language. They also learn how to
perform
stunts
with
the
cheerleaders.
Being Louie tlx.’ Liiker is not
always an easy job. frustrations
come in all shapes — especially
when Louie tries to find a
Hawaiian shirt for Hawaiian night
or to get a tan.
"They don't make Speedos for
guys like me.” Louie said. “All that
sand in my shoes. I'd never get it
out. Plus, these stripes aren't very
slimming. I keep having to work
out just to maintain my physique.”
"Let’s be honest,” wrote the
current student playing Ixxiie in a
confidential e-mail, "where are you
on a Saturday night? ... I’m
hanging out with the leaker Dance
Team and the cheerleaders. I am
also the best hxiking mascot in the
Great I>akes Conference, so that's a
plus. I can say that things do go
well with the ladies — wink,
wink."

For the first time, the Arab
Culture Club of Grand Valley State
University has put together an
entire week of events to celebrate
the Arab culture, titled Explore the
Arab World Week.
Taking place on Monday in the
Pere Marquette Rixim, comedian
Maysoon Zayid performed an hour
long show that kept the audience
laughing. Even though Zayid joked
about being in a “small, non
existent town called Allendale that
Mapquest couldn’t even find." she
said that she was happy to be here
and really liked the GVSU campus.
“I’m really glad that all of you
came out here to support us,” Zayid
said after realizing that the majority
of the audience was white.
Zayid, a “Palestinian Muslim
virgin from New Jersey with
Cerebral Palsy" joked about her
fear of airports, her father that looks
like Saddam Hussein, facial hair,
politics, current events, relationship
problems, immigration and how
opera "just might be God” with an
Arab American perspective.
“I thought that Maysoon was
very smart and witty with her
jokes,” said Rebecca Harris, a
GVSU freshman. "She was well
worth my Monday night.”
Zayid is an actress and
professional stand-up comedian,
who received a degree in acting
from Arizona State University.
Zayid was the first comedian to
perform stand-up live in Palestine,
performing
in
Nazareth.
Bethlehem. Haifa. Jerusalem and
Ramallah.
On Tuesday, the Arab Culture
Club held the fifth annual Henna
Night in the Women's Center lobby
of Kirkhof Center. Henna Night
offered pizza, pop and candy as
well as an opportunity to receive a
Henna tattw by a friend or
volunteer.
“Henna is where designs are
made on the body with dye,”
Suzanne Itani. a junior at GVSU
and the Arab Culture Club
president said. "It is very common
to see them done for weddings "
The tattoos generally last
between seven and 15 days.
Between 50 and 60 students
came to this event and were given
tubes of henna ink. Different
patterns were displayed that they
could try txi one uixxher. Katie
Mac Donell, the promotions
coordinator of the Arab Culture
Club, Itani and TV Falk, a theater
major, stepped up and put their
Henna skills to the test as they gave
numerous tattoos to students

anrnnd the room. Falk designed
and completed many Henna tattoos
throughout the night initially with
the idea that he was just going to
join in the festivities and eat some
food, not know ing that he would be
put to work. He has done Henna
tatUxis in the past at Renaissance
festivals ;uid even designed actual
tattoos, including one on his arm.
“1 didn’t mind helping out," Falk
said. “1 definitely enjoy doing
Henna.”
The Arab Culture Club civ
sponsored an Islamic Art Lecture
that Uxik place on Wedtx\sduy in
Loosemore
Auditorium
downtown. The Middle Eastern
Studies Department brought in
Professor Sheila Blair of Boston
College to talk at this event.
Thursday, starting at 6:30 p in..
Taste of the Arab World will be
held in the Grand River Rixxn of
Kirkhof Center.
"Every year this event grows in
popularity,"
Chris
Michael,
secretary of the Arab Culture Club,
said. "This is ixir highlight event
and we expect that it will bring in
the most people.”
This year. Taste of the Arab
World w ill have a lot of authentic
Arabic fixxl. an art exhibit by
Hashim Al-Tawil, Ph.D., a live
band, an exhibit of aitifacts, aixl a
belly dancer. This event is free aixl
open to anyone that wants to come.
“I’m really looking forward to

Taste night.” Itani sakl. "Nix that 1
didn't really like everything else
that went on. but Taste is w liere die
dancing is and it’s when’ the fixxl is
at. Taste is going to be great!"
Itani phuis to continue lier studies
of the Arab Culture during her
senior year at GVSU and atter six*
graduates. Shi’ plans on miixxing
in Middle Eastern studies and
seeing where that takes her
Michael said, "Unfortunately
w ith the rising tensions across tlx*
world, many view the Arab world
with suspicion and fear. |Arab
Culture Week |
isn’t about
addressing that; we are a cultural
organization kx'kuig to provide
outlets for stixk’iits to encounter
things they iXherw i.se wtxikl ixx."
Michael explained the club's
gixil as being able to give students
a taste of the Arab w orld by sharing
food, music, art and artifacts,
going students a uniqix' and tun
experience.
"The Explore the Arab Workl
Week will shed light ixi Arabic
culture fix the many stixk'nts w hi'
haven’t yet h.xl the opportunity to
experience it." Michael saxl.
The Arab Culture Club was
established in l1*** by a few
students interested in the Arab
culture with hopes to pronxxe
aw areness of the Arab culture aixl
provide experience of the inxlitxxis
aixl customs.
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Getting inked: Lena OKayni gives her friend a Henna tattoo al henna nrghl
held on Tuesday as part of the 'Explore Arab Culture’ week at CVSU.
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Art .ipiuci Ml ion: tumor Kalin Dehn and senior Meggan Velthousi* l<K>k at the
artwork th«>v Iu>I|xhI low iix ome t hildron »realo during the rix option on
Matt h 22. the aitwork was i rejtixl during their volunteer session with the
i hildren on Man h 19

Students
volunteer with
children, teach
teamwork
Students from a GVSU
management class give
back to the community
with a class project in
team building
By Marihkth Holtz
on // ift i litter

The eyes of two little girls
grew wide with excitement
when they were told that their
artwork would he put in a
gallery for the public to see.
Jules Schmuker. a senior art
and design major, said.
The girls were part of a
group of lb children that were
able to create artwork together
on Saturday at the Grandville
Avenue Academy for the Arts
and then have the work put on
display at an open reception
that was held Tuesday. Five
Grand Valley State University
students organized the events
as part of their Team Building
(MGT 345) class project.
**We
wanted
to
help
underprivileged
children.
Robin Poclman. a senior
English major, said,
I'he children were between
the ages of 3 and 14. and
several spoke only Spanish. A
translator
acted
as
a
communicator between those
children and the GVSU
students.
The GVSU students set up
large sheets of paper at three
tables and explained the rules
of working together as a team.
"A lot ot them talked to each
other and got inspiration from
each other.” Poclman said,
recalling when some children
had drawn houses and others
saw it and did the same thing.

Meggan Velthouse. a senior
business major, said the
opportunity gave the children
a new experience because they
were able to work together,
when normally art is very
individual.
The group said they chose to
hold the session at the
Grandville Avenue Academy
for the Arts because they
could reach out to the
underprivileged children in
the area since it was in their
neighborhood. The group also
said they hope to bring
attention to the academy
because they think it does
good for the community by
encouraging children to stay
off the streets and get involved
in
something
creative,
Poelman said.
The artwork was displayed
Tuesday in a show at 319 S.
Division in Grand Rapids, an
empty building the group
found.
Katie Dchn. a junior film
and video production major,
said the group decided to put
the art in a show to give the
children the chance to boost
their self confidence because
it is in a professional art
gallery setting.
“It's an experience that if we
were kids, we'd think it's
really cool.” Dehn said.
The GVSU group said they
got a lot out of volunteering
with the children. For some
who are going into education,
the experience gave them
confidence in knowing they
can manage a group of
children well. For the most
part, though,
the
group
enjoyed seeing the children
help each other out and
watching the excitement on
their faces.
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Hands-on learning: Ada Christian students Will Weaver and Geneva Langeland competed in the Science Olympiad held
at Grand Valley last weekend.

MONUMENT
continued from page A3
science professor at GVSU who has
published several hxiks on religion
and politics in America, said the
decision for the monument to be
removed w as not a simple one.
"When you kx>k at liie display,
the Ten Commandments figures
most prominently of all the things,
so tin.' judge said that that violates
the establishment clause of the
constitution because it is supporting
one religious expression over
otliers" Den Dulk said.
While Den Dulk said the U.S.
Supreme Court has had an
ambiguous
stance
on
the
establishment clause in tlx.' past, he
also said Mtx>re primarily lost his
job because he refused to comply
with tlx* federal judge's orders.
"In this particular instance, a
federal judge had said to Mcxire that
‘yixi have to remove it."' lx* said.
After the federal judge issued this
decision, and an attempt to appeal
was not accepted. Moore had a legal
obligation
to
remove
the
monunx'nt. he added.
Den Dulk also said there is a
difference between private citizens
displaying their religious beliefs on
public property and public figures

like Mixire doing so. Freedom of
speech would allow private citizens
to display different sets of beliefs,
but as a government employee.
Mixire crossed a line, he said.
On March 22, a Michigan House
of Representatives committee
passed a bill that would allow
religious documents to be displayed
in public places as long as they are
secular in nature — meaning they
would have to be part of a historical
display, said Rep. Leon Drolet.
Documents such as the Bill of
Rights, for example, would have to
be included in the display.
The Michigan
House of
Representatives will vote on the bill
today and Drolet said He expects it
to pass.
Drolet said he has not seen
Moore's traveling monument, but
said if it met the criteria of the bill
being voted on today, he would
have no problem with it being
permanently displayed in a public
place.
Meanwhile, the monument will
continue to travel through 21 states.
After the tour is over, the
monument's future is unknown.
Cabaniss said.
"Judge Moore still owns the title
to it. so when Judge Moore wants it
back, we’ll renim it to him."
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Dorothy A. Johnson Center receives grant
responsible for the center’s
founding and has continually
been instrumental in building
its success.
“It really does show the
support
of
this
major
foundation for the work that
we’re
doing.”
Donna
Vanlwaarden, the center’s
director, said.
The recent grant, called “The
Community
Engagement
Fund.” will be used in a
variety of ways. Vanlwaarden
said.
“It will give us the money to
invite experts from the field to
come in and spend time with
us on campus, meet with

The $2.5 million grant
from the Kellogg
Foundation is intended
to further research and
national visibility
By Dave Muller
GVL Downtown Editor
Grand
Valley
State
University’s
Dorothy
A.
Johnson
Center
for
Philanthropy recently received
a $2.5 million grant from the
W.K. Kellogg Foundation — a
foundation
that
was

students, collaborate with us
on research projects, and it
will also allow us to put
together a national advisory
committee." she said. She
added that the Johnson Center
hopes to increase its national
visibility with the funds the
grant provides.
“One of the most important
things it will do is to help us
engage with more faculty on
campus,” she said.
Vanlwaarden said she hopes
to be able to include more
GVSU faculty members who
can assist in the center’s
research. Areas of expertise
will
range
across
the

disciplines, she added.
The center provides grants
for faculty to develop courses
in
service
learning,
philanthropy,
non-profit
leadership and topics related
to
community
or
civic
engagement, she said.
The Johnson Center also
employs about 15 graduate
students who work on “reallife
projects”
for
the
community and these students,
along with nearly all Johnson
center employees, are paid
through grant money, she said.
Some of the research that the
Johnson
Center conducts
involves
gathering

information
about
the
community including where
its needs are. The center is
currently working on a Web
site to implement the data the
center is collecting about
community needs and to make
this information available to
non-profit organizations.
The Johnson center has
begun its own education
program called "The Grant
Making School.” It is a
professional
education
program
geared
toward
educating program officers in
foundations
to be more
effective
grant
makers.
Vanlwaarden said The center

has already offered the
program in New York. Battle
Creek and Atlanta, and plans
to offer it in San Diego. St.
Louis and Washington.
“One of the things that we
definitely want to be is one ot
the top three or four centers of
philanthropy in the country,”
Vanlwaarden said. “We have a
real strong goal to be a center
of excellence.”
The Johnson Center got its
official start in 1992 through a
grant of close to $1 million
from the Kellogg Foundation
and received a $3.5 million
grant in 2001. Vanlwaarden
said.

Speaker urges women to
take control of their world
Women’s Center invited
author and activist
Ninotchka Rosea to
speak tor International
Women’s Day
By Mandy Burton
GVL Staff Writer
International Women’s Day
was celebrated on March IS to
recognize women’s struggle
for social change — a date it
has been celebrated on since

1921
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Sign away: Women's rights activist and author Ninotchka Rosea spoke in Loosemoore Auditorium on Friday, followed by a
book signing.

To
commemorate
the
occasion, the Grand Valley
State University Women’s
Center played a role in
bringing
internationally
known feminist author and
speaker Ninotchka Rosea to
the Loosemore Auditorium
that day.
Rosea left the Philippines in
the 1970s after being jailed for
her opposition to President
Ferdinand Marcos’ declaration
of martial law. which put the
military in control of the
country. Since then she has
been living and writing in the
United States, although she
does make visits to the
Philippines.
She
travels
extensively to speak and
spread her message to others.
"So often, we talk about
issues within the United
States." Marlene KowalskiBraun,
director
of
the
Women’s Center, said. “But
oftentimes we are struggling
with many of the same issues
as women from around the
world. We have to remember
that we are connected to all
women, and she reminds us of
that ”
Rosea shared her thoughts
on globalization and how it
affects women.
“Many people use the term.

but
very
few
actually as it became a high-paying
understand what it means." profession, it became a
Rosea
explained.
“Sixty predominantly male field."
Rosea ended with a call for
percent of profits
from
globalization
come
from change.
"There is an acute and selfwomen’s work.
“To
understand
the evident need for a self-reliant
magnitude of the problem, we center of women's political
must keep in mind that half of power. The world is becoming
all United States women with a terrifying place for women."
children under three work she said.
She also thinks women
outside the home. They need
people to w atch their children, should take a more active role
and a lot of the time it is in their own worlds.
"I would like to see a world
immigrant women who do the
job There is no category on where there in absolute gender
the visa for domestic workers, equality and where the basic
so seventy percent of these necessities, like food, medical
care, shelter and education,
women are undocumented.”
The international market for are secured for people. ... I
the domestic
worker is would also like to see a
government that
available,
but
is
truly
grim.
representative
“They
move
of the interests
from country to
“So often, we talk about of a majority of
country, taking
issues within the United
the population.
open-ended
States, but oftentimes
If we don’t
jobs, caring for
believe it is
the young, old.
we are struggling with
to
sick and weak."
many ot the same issues possible
make the world
Rosea
said.
as women from around
a better place,
“These
are
the world We have to
what
is
the
people who are
remember that we are
point
of
nonfunctional in
living?”
terms of the connected to all women,
Future events
corporate
and she reminds us ot
through
the
perspective.”
that*
Women's
Rosea
also
Center include
said much of
speaker Paula
globalization is
Gunn Allen on
controlled
by
MARLENE
March 31 and
multinational
companies,
KOWALSKI-BRAUN the Women's
Center Activist
whose only goal
Tea Party on
is to generate as
GVSU WOMEN'S CENTER
March 30.
much profit as
“The
possible.
Women’s
“They depend
Center believes
on cheap or free
knowledge.
cheap
raw strongly in connecting with
materials, cheap labor and an the community." Kowalskisaid.
“So
many
eternal and endless market for Braun
wanted
to
do
their goods," she explained. sponsors
“For example, the
first something for International
computer programmers were Women's Day that it just made
actually women. But as soon sense to do this together.”

Grand Valley graduate students make
headway in forming grad organization
meeting said they think they future grad students,” Stuart
need to have a stronger, more Umberger. a graduate student
visible entity both on and off in education, said. "The
graduate student organization
campus.
“Both undergraduate and could literally change the
graduate
students
are culture here at Grand Valley.
important, and the sooner we There could also be a yearly
realize that, the better it will grad student gathering at the
be for all of us,” Priscilla beginning of the year, to help
Kimboko. dean of graduate integrate new grad students
into their programs and into
students, said.
Participants discussed what the grad program as a whole.”
Carrie Raap, a graduate
they would like to see and
what they would expect from a student in the social work
graduate student organization. program agreed, adding "We
opportunities
to
Students suggested bringing in need
speakers relevant to their collaborate our strengths. As a
disciplines, hosting writing social work major. I want to
be
able
to
workshops
connect
to
aimed at the
students
in
graduate level
other
and holding a
“We felt that there is a
disciplines in
cultural night to
lack of grad student
order
to
enjoy food and
music
from culture at Grand Valley.” understand
things
from
different parts of
their
the world.
perspective."
“I'd also like a
Angela
place
to
RACHAEL STERN
Miller, also a
network, to meet
student in the
people
who GVSU GRADUATE STUDENT
Master
of
might be able to
Public
offer us jobs,”
program,
added Barbara Taylor, a Administration
mentioned a way to connect
Master
of
Public
from
different
Administration student who students
will graduate this April. disciplines.
“We’ve ... thought about
“International
traveling
opportunities specifically for having a graduate student
graduate students would also scholarship day. so grad
students can get together and
be very useful.”
“We should also think about get a chance to present what

By Mandy Burton
GVL Staff Writer
It is the beginning of an
exciting time to be a graduate
student at Grand Valley State
University.
Many
developments are taking place
downtown, where most of the
programs are based, and will
directly affect the graduate
programs.
On Friday. March 18. a
graduate student gathering
was held in the DeVos
Center’s
University Club
Room. Its purpose was to
provide an event for GVSU’s
graduate students to convene
and discuss what a graduate
student organization might do
for them.
“We felt that there is a lack
of grad student culture at
Grand Valley." Rachael Stern,
a student in the Master of
Public
Administration
program
and
an
event
organizer, said. “We wondered
what we could do if we had a
graduate student organization,
and this is the beginning of
that.”
Last semester, there was a
roundtable discussion held to
gain feedback from graduate
students about what a graduate
student organization should
provide. Friday’s meeting was
a continuation of that goal.
Graduate students at the
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Coming toother: Stevm Itprmki the inonfcrviHw ol FVss Campus S»uik>r*» Sefsxev jr»d gr^Awlr student Kate Rons talk
in the University Club during tbe TC.IF
ial tor graduile HuA-ots Hem is working on her Masters in ( ommunK Alton.

they’ve been working on." she
said
Although there is an active
Blackboard Web site for
graduate
students.
manv
participants agreed that there
was a definite need for better
communication
between

graduate students. Suggestions
included a newsletter and a
Web site designed specifically
for them
“We feel a disconnect when
it comes to the academic side
of things.” said Lois Ann
Goossen. a master's candidate

in FInglish. "It would be nice if
we could get excited about
things again. It's hard being a
grad student, and we could all
use the support we’d get from
a
graduate
(Mm
organization.”
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Transitions
YOUR FALL ORIENTATION

OHO
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THE FOLLOWING STUDENTS HAVE BEEN
SELECTED TO FACILITATE TRANSITIONS, THE FALL 2005
FIRST-YEAR ORIENTATION PROGRAM AT GVSU! THEY WILL
REPRESENT THE UNIVERSITY WHILE THEY HELP GUIDE NEW
STUDENTS INTO A NEW GRAND VALLEY CAREER!

CONGRATULATIONS!

Briana Foley
Jessica Franks
Sarah Fuller
Antonella Gaglio
Patricia Garcia
Timothy Golden

Amanda Sinning
Steven Smith

Shayne Goodwin-Eggert
Jodi Griffin
Abby Grulke
Kristi Halewicz
Lyanna Hampton
Nick Harry
Lisa Heeter
Katelyn Heilman
Renee Hilsabeck
Gina Hinel
Ricco Aleman
Jake Aimer
Maximo Anguiano
Megan Archer
Jonathon Ashley
Toni Audo
Cassandra Badhorn
Veronica Ballard

Ali Belmonte
Rachel Bender

Phoebe James
Jessica Janes
Derek Jones

Adrienne Benson
Jessica Bielski

Antonio Jones

Scott Bigger
Sean Blair
Elizabeth Bonnell

Jenna Jones
Katie Kalsted
Stephen Killingham

Ashley Briggs
Shaun Brodie

Stacey Kingma

Michael Brower
Eboni Brown
Shanel Bryant
Scott Cad well
Megan Carlson
Leah Catherman
Christina Chou*
Brian Ciluffo
Orrie Close
Kimberly Crawford
Julie Cross*
Lynae Cuddy*

Veronica Kirin
Ashley Klein
Melissa Knepshield
Ty Krueger
Ashley Kuehl
Coty LaVere
Alexander Lazar

Amanda Loomis
David Luke

Bridget Stang
Daniel Steeh

Katie Mandonio

Paddy Steinmetz

Brooke Marris

Sarah Stewart
Kathleen Tall

Becky McGowan
Brittani Miller

Rebecca Howard

Christina Jackson

Stephanie St Jacques

Jenny McCracken
Sarah McDonald

Holly Holmes
Zach Hothem

Kristen Beckwith

Alexandrea Leslie

Katie Martin
Ann Matthews

Andrea Hoff

Heather Battle

John Leech

Amy Marseglia

Erich Hinel
Lindsey Hlubic
Nate Hoekstra*

Scott Isenga
Keyona Jackson*

Ann Snider
Travis Spaman
Melissa Springsteen

Kristin Tousley
Sheila Turner
Nikoli Valdes
Gilbert Valenzuela
Erin VanMol

Katie Montgomery

Jarod VandenHuevel

Amy Morris
Ellen Morrison

Joe VanLaan
KatyVolz

Michael Muns

Patrice Wade
Ashley Warnement*

Gina Niswander
Jessica Nowakowski

Chelsea Warner

Rebecca-Ann Nsien

Meghan Weiten

Andy Ochmanek

Amber White
Cody White

Jason O'Day
Josh Odekirk

Heather Whitely
Ben Wickman
Katherine Wilson

Matt Oster
Teri Ouellette
Molly Packer

Timothy Wizorek

Nikki Paglia

Sara Wolicki

Kimberly Pearson
Stephanie Phillips
Nick Pogvara
Erin Raschke
Ashley Renkes
Tom Rexford

Erich Wolting
Alex Wood
Brandon Wright
Emily Wright
Abby Wynne
Christina Yelinek

Jessica Rhodes

Beth Zahn

Maria Rios

Shawn Zalewski

Matt Roberts
Catherine Robinson
Dan Rogers

Alison Zinn
Jessica Zuchetto

Lauren Sagorski

Dylan Davis

Drew Salas

Robert DeJonge
James Dells

Andrew Scheid

Katie Deruiter
Beth Diehl
David Dolinshek

Anton Taylor

Ashley Schulte
Phil Schuyten
Monika Scott
Emily Sell

Megan Donaldson

Kim Shanks

Ben Dost
Andrea Duffy

Brandon Shelson
Ashley Shembarger

Ashley Ellis
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The price is
wrong

VOR\
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GVL SPEAK UP

Members of the College Republicans made a
poor decision on Monday by hosting an
affirmative action bake sale to try to educate
students about the organization's agenda.
any student organizations on campus use bake sales as ways
to make money; however, it appeared as though the GVSU
College Republicans were using their most recent bake sale
as a way to make fools of themselves.
The group apparently thought it was a good idea to sell its wares based
upon affirmative action pricing, selling cupcakes to white males for $2,
with decreases in price based upon gender and race.
To say the least, the decision lacked any consideration for the feelings
of students at the university. Apparently, tact is, in fact, a four-letter
word.
The poor decision to use this method to “educate’* students on the
rather right-wing agenda of the College Republicans not only makes the
individual oi^anization at GVSU look bad, but also the lai^er
organization of College Republicans nationwide. The radical and
thoughtless act will likely do nothing more than enrage a sizeable
portion of the campus community and make students less likely to be
willing to listen to the group’s message in the future.
When small groups like GVSU’s College Republicans use irreverent
displays that do not take into consideration common decency, the
political party they represent also takes a hit in popularity, especially on
traditionally liberal college campuses.
While it is commendable that the College Republicans are able to so
adamantly defend their views and make concerted efforts to spread their
message, they must realize that there are certain ways to spread your
views that are acceptable in a mature, academic society.
Spreading ideas and messages through racism and sexism is wrong.
The members of the group who thought of this event, along with the
members of the oiganization who did nothing to stop the outrageous
display of intolerance should be ashamed to have had anything to do
with the sale.
The academic setting of the university is designed to encourage
insightful discussion about hot-button issues, not underhanded, tasteless
displays that blatantly discriminate through a horrible attempt at either
irony or sarcasm.
College Republicans crossed the proverbial line with this event. As a
whole, it was rude, demeaning, intolerant and shameful. There are
always appropriate ways to spread your message — this is not, and
never will be, one of those ways.
Perhaps a better use of resources could have been to hold an open
forum on the topic of affirmative action, setting up a table in Kirkhof to
distribute educational materials that support the views of the
organization or bringing in a speaker to demonstrate the point of the
organization’s stance on the issue.
There is a massive difference between education with class and
education through ignorant and tasteless methods.
The methodology used by student organizations as they distribute
information to the greater campus community is just as, if not more
important than the actual content of the message they are trying to
convey.

This week the Grand Valley Lanthorn asked eight community members:

Should private parties be allowed to display
religious monuments In public places?

M

“If it’s permanent, no,
but if it's temporary,
yes."

“A public display of
religious symbols does
not mean an outright
endorsement of that
religion. It's just a
symbol. ”

“I disagree with it
because there are so
many different beliefs
out there and it could
be offensive to some
people. ”

“Yes because it's still
part of freedom of
speech and freedom of
expression. ”

Darcie Clements
Junior
Animal Biology

Matt Zalewski
Junior
Marketing and
Economics

Jessica Leven
Senior
Broadcasting

Sarah Freeman
Junior
English/elementary
education

7 think if they're
private they should
keep it private. If it's a
private party for a
specific religion in a
private place, I think
that’s fine.”

“No. I believe religion
and politics should be
separated. I believe in
religious freedom, but
religion should be kept
separate from the
government."

“Yes, I think it's a form
of free speech. ”

“Yes. ... Freedom of
religion and speech
are U.S. citizens'
basic rights and we
should all have the
opportunity to express
these rights however
we feel necessary. “

Naterra Weathers
Sophomore
Nursing

Robert Stowe11
Prospective student

Erik Turek
Freshman
Biology

Jason Schout
Junior
Criminal justice and
business

GVL STUDENT OPINION

“Any band that says its hard work

My two cents on enrollment
Brian Perry
writes for the
GVL opinion.
7 ^9 9 f His views do
v

,.

.t

not necessarily
represent those
(>t the

newspaper.
Last week’s headlines
referred to Grand Valley’s
decision to cap enrollment for
next year. Most students
haven’t considered all the
implications of such a move,
but leave it to this guy to spell
it out for you. I’ve done all
the research to provide you
with the most complete
analysis of the issue. I’ve
interviewed the key players in
the decision to get the truth.
Not really. But I’m
opinionated, and that’s what
counts.
The decision to cap
enrollment next year will limit

the strain that a new class puts
on the university. More
dramatically, the decision to
cap enrollment means that
Allendale doesn’t have to
strain itself to accommodate
us. Allendale has 1 bar per
10,000 students. It has. to my
knowledge, zero restaurants
(unless you count one Mickey
D’s and one Burger King).
Pizza Hut doesn’t even deliver
to campus. There are no
theaters, no bowling alleys, no
arcades (okay, we’re in
college, not junior high) and
no entertainment value
whatsoever. The decision to
cap enrollment allows
Allendale to maintain the
status quo.
The decision to cap
enrollment will provide other
benefits. When we limit
admissions to only the most
qualified high school seniors
we improve our national
standing. The average grade
point average for entering

freshmen climbs. We look
good. We continually move
toward academic excellence
by cutting out slackers. Over
time, our enrollment
restriction^ will lead to
significant elitism at GVSU.
As we all know, there’s
nothing better than being an
elitist. We’ve already got a
strong conservative base here;
the next step should be highclass snobbery. Maybe we’ll
qualify for Ivy League!
Last week one student
mentioned that a larger
student body would lead to
more diversity here. If you’ve
read any of my other columns
you know that that is
something I strongly
encourage. A few years ago it
was reported that Grand
Valley is 92% white. It never
seems to get any more diverse.
I’d like to see students of all
ethnicities welcomed here. I
have one friend who doesn’t
look like me. I need some

diversity in my life. A larger
student body would (I pray)
bring more diversity to our
school.
My final point may be the
most important. Enrolling
more students means enrolling
more women. More women on
campus means more gorgeous
women on campus, and more
gorgeous women on campus
leads to a more enjoyable
atmosphere for those who are
attracted to gorgeous women.
(And that would make a guy
like me very happy.) This
point should not be
overlooked. The more we
enjoy our time at Grand Valley
the more likely we will be to
make financial contributions
as alumni. If I remember that
my time as a Laker was full of
joy, I will gladly open my
wallet to provide joy to the
next generation. This will lead
to better scholarship
opportunities and maybe even
real entertainment for them.

isjuUqfcrap.”

- Jostin Rozlyn

Sin. Claire

GVL OPINION POLICY
The ultimate goal of the Grand
Valley Lanthorn opinion page is to
stimulate discussion and action on
topics of interest to the Grand
Valley Community.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
welcomes reader viewpoints and
offers three vehicles of expression
for reader opinions: letters to the
editor, guest columns and phone
responses.
Letters must include the author’s
name and be accompanied by
current picture identification if
dropped ofT in person. Letters will
be checked by an employee of the
Grand Valley Lanthorn.
Letters appear as space permits
each issue. The limit for letter

length is one page, single spaced
The editor reserves the right to
edit and condense letters and
columns for length restrictions and
clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn will
not be held responsible for errors
that appear in print as a result of
transcribing handwritten letters or
email typographic errors
The name of the author is usually
published but may be withheld for
compelling reasons.
The content, information and
views expressed are not approved
by nor necessarily represent those
of the university, its Board of
Trustees, officers, faculty and staff.
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GVL LETTERS TO THHKDITOK
Dear Students,
As President of this university,

1 am interested in learning more
about your diversity experiences
at Grand Valley State University.
To this end. I am inviting you to
voluntarily participate in a
Diversity Study. You should
have received an email
indicating the link to the online
survey. If you do not have
access to the Internet, a hard
copy of the survey can be made
available by contacting Pat Oldt
at oldtpCa'gvsu.edu or by calling
331-3296.
The survey will take about 15
minutes to complete and
responses will be anonymous m
that answers will go to a secure
site and identifiers will not be
attached to any survey results.
The results of the survey w ill be
the basis for a report to the
university community
identifying diversity issues that
need to be addressed.
As a student participant in the
online survey, you may enter a
drawing for an iPod.
The survey link for students is:
http://www.zoomerang.com/su
rvey.zgi?p=WEB2247K897GR
N
Your views are most important
in designing the future priorities
for this university. Thank you
for taking time to participate.
Sincerely.
Mark A. Murray, President
Grand Valley State

University
The Ethics of Taco Hell and
(■rand \alley
The news of the agreement
between the Coalition of
lmmokalee Workers and Taco
Bell, which led to the conclusion
of the 4-year boycott, has
ignited hope and strength tor the
thousands of workers,
individuals and organizations
involved. This historic
movement displays the power
that student groups, concerned
citizens, faith-based
organizations, community
organizations and universities
wield when they act in solidarity
with persistent and unwavering
workers, to challenge an
oppressor. It is unfortunate and
shameful that Grand Valley was
not among the listed universities
that chose to take a leadership
role in supporting this
campaign.
Since 2001. students have
tried to remind administrators

that Grand Valley State
University has an obligation to
maintain its own stated values,
one of which is to guide
students towards, “.. .making
ethical decisions." Taco Bell is
doing a belter job of
encouraging ethical decision
making than our administration.
They have even agreed to be the
example for other fast food
corporations. Although this is
not the most economically
viable decision, this business
giant is using its leverage to
improve the quality of life for
nearly 1,500 current migrant
workers, with greater
possibilities in years to come.
I would encourage Grand
Valley students to question why
the very same people whose job
it is to uphold the values of
diversity, civil rights, global
citizenship, etc., turn a blind eye
when they have an opportunity
to stand among 22 other
universities in supporting
socially responsible business
practices. Rather than
respecting and valuing the
efforts of concerned students
and exploited workers, they
chose to act as a hindrance.
Administrators saw this merely
as a business decision. They
insisted that a boycott would not
work, that the only way to
impact corporate irresponsibility
is through the legislative
process. Let this victory be
proof that people can and must
stand against injustice, l et this
lx* the impetus for creating
change throughout the global
food systems.
The Coalition of lmmokalee
Workers will continue to fight
for justice in the fields. This is
the first of many victories to
come. Grand Valley students
will support that fight and other
fights by continuing to challenge
the business decisions made by
Grand Valley State University
administrators One would hope
that the next time the
administration has the
opportunity to actively support
ethical business practices, they
will live up to their own mission
and value statements.
knytie Robinson
No to Pupa John's
A previous issue of the
l.anthom had an article that said
that Papa John’s would be
replacing Juvasphere. It I'm not
mistaken the last time the
Javasphere issue appeared in the
Lanthom the person in charge of
this decision denied any plans to

AND

put a Papa John's there, so either
lie was lying or he stole the idea
from the gossip pool. Then in
this issue we are told that there
has even been market research
going on pointing toward a
pizza place. This doesn’t add up.
Now despite this obvious
evasion, I think having another
chain on campus would be.
quite possibly, one of the worst
solutions to this problem. I’ll tell
you why. First of all, the reasons
given for putting u pizza place
in the former Javasphere
residence fall way short of being
valid. We are told that bringing
a Papa John’s will "bring more
variety". Last time 1 checked
there were already 3 places on
campus that sold pizza (Kleiner,
Lower Commons and Kirkhof),
and Peppino’s is right across
from campus for those who
want delivery, and there’s also a
Hungry Howie’s in Allendale, as
well as many others in the area.
Secondly, we are told that
despite Papa John’s somewhat
higher prices, they offer better
quality product. I know few
poor college students (the
majority of us are such) who
worry about quality of pizza
over price. And as I said before,
even if they did. they have many
options to choose from already.
Now w ith those two glaring
invalidities out of the way I can
offer one more gotxl reason to
forget about Papa John’s, and
that is that it is simply another
cookie-cutter chain restaurant,
the likes of w hich are redundant
all over campus. Why is it that
the first thing we look into is
another franchise that you can
find branches of on nearly every
street corner in GR? Do we
want to turn the Grand Valley
campus into a mini-28th Street?
Laker Village already looks like
a subdivision. Where is the
originality m thinking and
innovation that is supposed to
characterize a modem university
environment? Last year Grand
Valley was so proud of its baby,
the Fresh Fotxl Company, but
Papa John’s seems like a
deviation of that spirit of pride
in innovation to me. Do us all a
favor, ditch Pupa John's and find
a more original and novel entity
to take its place, and for
heaven's sake, don’t put a
Starbucks in there either. The
coffee shops on campus are
already overpriced enough, and
their chai tea is awful. At least
Javasphere could be counted on
to make a decent cup of Oregon

at GVSU!
Please visit the GVSU Events Calendar for complete list of events.
You are invited to join the campus community for the annual
march and celebration in honor of the life and work of
Cesar Chavez on Thursday, March 31, 2005.
Why do we honor Chavez with a march? The march symbolizes
when on March 16, 1966, Cesar E. Chavez led a group of strikers on a
‘TOO mile Peregrinacion (pilgrimage) from Delano to Sacramento,
California, to call attention to the plight of farm workers. Although
Cesar’s feet were swollen and bleeding, he continued to march.
Please join us for the GVSU march and celebration to tribute
Chavez and this important event in U.S. history.
Gather at 11:50 a.m. on the steps of the Zumberge Library. The
march begins at noon and concludes with a keynote address by
Dr. Jose Soto and a reception in honor of Chavez in the Grand River
Room of the Kirkhof Center. T he reception will include cake,
refreshments, music and a pinata to celebrate what would
have been Chavez’s 78th birthday!

Dr. Jose Soto
Vice President for Affirmative Action/Equity/Diversity
at Southeast Community College
Keynote Address: “If Not Affirmative Action, What?”
Opening Remarks by President Mark A. Murray
Thursday, March 31, 2005
Keynote begins at 12:30 p.m.« Grand River Room, KC

Chai
John Beals
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INVITE YOU AND A GUEST TO ATTEND A SPECIAL SCREENING
•

Celebrate Cesar E. Chavez Week

«

Queen Latifah

Shop the Friendly Community of

Allendal

Serving GVSU student, faculty and staff with top quality goods and services.
This directory sponsored by area merchants and the
Allendale Area Chamber of Commerce
aacc(‘?allendalechamber.org
or phone

(616) 895-6295 ext.22
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FREE DESSERT

ALLENDALEsupply.inc

when dinning in

Country Corner Cafe
Cut out this coupon and bring it
in for this great deal

Home COOKED MEALS
1 West of Allendale campus
on Lake Michigan and 60th

895-5155

(M-45) Lake Michigan Dr.

5455 Auto Ct. Suite A (616) 895-4364
.............. ——

Special:
12” One Item Pizza
$6.00H

Sleep
INN
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Only $65
1 OR ANY PARENT WHO
WANTS TO VISIT THEIR CHILD
MARCH 24-30

•**

(MENTION THIS AD)

Limit one per person. Dine in or carry out.
Not valid with any other offer.

616-892-8000

4LLEXD. iLE EYE CARE
Welcomes Ol’Sl students'1
O
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Students Save
on Exvm md Back-up Gleses
f y Care MS 95SO

IE FIRST 50 STUDENTS TO STOP BY THE LANTHORN OFFICE
H VALID STUDENT ID WILL RECEIVE A PASS GOOD FOR TWO.
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Online Contact Lens Ordering at:

LAKERCONTACTS.COM
* Great Prices On Name Brand Contact Lenses
* Delivered to Your Door, FREE With Year Supply
» Sunglasses, Solutions, Binoculars, and More
Log on NOW and SAVE"1
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J&J Sales
««! Service
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We buy USED cars...

...Dead or Alive!
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ROCKING ^ROLLING
LOCAL BANDS ON THE ROAD TO MAKING IT BIG
group’s short history, and is
currently on the lookout for a
new one.
“If you’re not dedicated,
you’re out,” Rozlyn said.
Local rock quartet Venkman
plays cover shows to pay the
beginner-friendly as other, bills, but their passion is for
larger cities. Happy Hour said original music. Sometimes it’s
Grand Rapids has a more just easier to get shows when
conservative scene than larger you play covers, however.
“If you decide to market
cities like New York and
yourself as a cover band,
Chicago.
“It’s not tough to get shows there's probably 10 to 15 more
locally, it’s tough for us to bars you can go to try to get
drummer
Kyle
find bands that go good with gigs,"
us.” Shirey said. “I’d say the Douglass said. “If an original
tries
to
market
variety’s there, it’s just not as band
themselves
to
become
a
prominent.”
regional
success,
Grand
The band Sin, Claire has
only been playing together for Rapids wouldn’t be the place
half a year, but already plays to find all of the connections,
Detroit regularly, and will be but it would be the place to
playing a few Warped Tour call home. You’re in a place in
dates this summer. Guitarist the Midwest that spiders out to
Jostin Rozlyn credits their fast a lot of large cities that are key
start to previous experience. to making a regional success.”
Venkman has played many
Each member of
local shows, as
_____________________
the band has
well as shows
been involved in
across
the
other bands and
country
in
cities
side projects —
like New York
Rozlyn is also
and
St. Louis.
currently
in
Recently,
local
band
they’ve taken a
Middlefield,
break to focus
formerly known
on
recording a
as Slant.
new album with
“The
local
Al McVoy, the
scene is hit or
sound engineer
miss,”
Sin,
behind
Claire
bassist
mainstream
Shaun
Griffin
Grand
Rapids
said. “We played
act The Verve
before Mustard
Pipe.
Plug in front of a
Jostin Rozlyn
Venkman’s new
sea of people at
album
will be
Sin,
Claire
Ten Bells, and
released in May.
then the next
Dan Stauffer,
week there were
bassist for local
just
twenty
band More, said the local
people.”
Along with added exposure, scene can be particularly harsh
road shows give bands plenty to bands that are just starting
of memories and stories to out.
“Club
owners
want
tell.
Once on the way back from experience, but you can’t get
Detroit, a passing motorist any experience if no one will
recognized Rozlyn and Griffin give you shows.” he said. “It’s
as being in a band and gave just really hard for the first
them the "thumbs up” signal. year to even get your name out
As a result, the two decided to there.”
More, which has been
pull off the highway and give
playing
shows in the Grand
the mystery man a CD.
Rapids
area
for two years now.
“We never really knew if he
is
just
beginning
to branch
liked it or not.” Jostin said.
out.
with
a
show
at
Kraftbrau’s
Sometimes the stress of the
job can be daunting, however. Brewery in Kalamazoo in
Sin. Claire has been through a May. Much of More’s efforts
handful of drummers in the have gone into recording their

two albums, with their third —
recorded entirely in the band’s
basement — to be released
sometime this summer.
“For us personally, we’re not
completely satisfied with
where we’re at, but we’re
pretty close,” Stauffer said.
"Maybe I'm just noticing it,
but it seems like since we
started out there’s more of a
scene than there used to be.”
Stauffer said More is as
important
to
him
as
schoolwork.
“Ever since I started More
and we. got really serious,
about it, we'd all get together
and look at our schedules and
see when we could get
together,” he said. “But as
soon as we get those dates
figured out. I look at that as a
class that I’m not going to
miss. Practice almost becomes
my homework.”
Balancing schoolwork and
band time can be problematic,
but it can also be beneficial.
“Being in a band and being
in school makes it very easy to
promote
your
band.”
Douglass, a senior public
relations major at Grand
Valley, said. "I’m scared of
graduating in April.”
However, members of other
bands said schoolwork and
band work seem like two
separate worlds.
“It's kind of like leading two
lives — we’ll play these
shows at night and get back at
two or three in the morning,
take care of whatever needs to
be done in our personal lives
and then go back to the road
and play another show,” said
Broken Sunday’s drummer
Brad Harris. Harris is a senior
art major at GVSU.
"There's different types of
local bands.” vocalist Joe
Cisler, a senior recording
major at GVSU, said. “There’s
bands that are just trying to
play around and have a good
time, and bands that are trying
to make a career of it. and we
fall into that category.”
Still, some bands do it for

Local bands redefine the meaning
of local’ by branching out across
the state and country
By Fokrest Karbowski

GVL A&E Editor
it,

Local rockers Happy Hour
were on their way to a
Canadian gig when they hit an
unexpected snag in their
plans: no work permit.
“We almost had to turn
around." Brent Shirey, lead
vocalist and guitarist of the
band, said. "But we begged
the guy. and he was like, ‘All
right, get one next time.’”
Later on their tour, the
band’s van broke down in New
Jersey.
Happy Hour is one of many
local rock groups branching
out of the Grand Rapids scene.
On their independent tours,
the band has played venues
everywhere from the west
coast to Texas. The band,
which is made up of Shirey’s
cousin Scott Schultz on bass
and friend Scott Rider on
drums, has been playing
together for three years.
Three is the magic number
for Happy Hour — three
members, three years together,
three shows a week and three
different colleges. Finding
time to practice can be rough
as a result.
“Our practices are shows and
our shows are practices,”
Shirey said.
For local act Broken Sunday,
playing outside of Grand
Rapids
has become
a
necessity.
“We’ve oversaturated the
market,” said guitarist Awstyn
Poel. “We’ve done all we can.
If we were to stay in Grand
Rapids, it would be a
detriment to what we’re trying
to do.”
The
band, which
has
recently begun playing shows
in Detroit and Kalamazoo, has
become a local club staple,
playing
The
Intersection
regularly. Networking with
other
bands is
key
to
branching out. Poel said.
“When it comes down to it.
it’s who you know, not what
you know,” he said.
Most bands say the Grand
Rapids scene isn’t as varied or

.1

Mr'
Broken Sunday - www brokensunday.com
I_______________________ ________________

Happy Hour - www.happyhourmusic.com

More - www.wearemore.com

“ANY BAND
THAT SAYS
IT’S HARD
WORK
IS FULL OF
CRAP.”

tun.

“Any band that says it’s hard
work is full of crap.” Rozlyn
said. “Or at least they're going
about it in the wrong way.”
Griffin agreed. “If you’re
not enjoying yourself, you’re
probably not doing the right
thing.”

Sin, Claire - www.sirvclaire.net

UPCOMING SHOWS

Venkman • www.venkmanmusic.com

TO HEAR THESE
BANDS VISIT:

March 25
Broken Sunday -

Happy Hour State Grounds

Paisano s in
Three Rivers. 9

Cafe in Hastings

p.m.

We have opened reservations for the

Apartments

w/ The Drive 8
p.m. Free.

Tsunami Bomb,

Odyssey in Big

Ultra Ego, the F-

Rapids w/

ups and Over It

Decadence and

March 26
Broken Sunday -

Sin, Claire -

Rick s in East
Lansing w/

Muskegon w/
Middlefield and

Roundabout Way.

Chris Andrus

Michael s in

In (unison (NtMr Muijor)

Model Open:
Monday - Friday 1-5:TO I’M

C 7 '171I 4a
Or call11 4zl :>/-.>/

www.cottonwoodforest.ipts.com
"Your home away from home"

4H i

Broken Sunday -

American Accent.
April 1

8 p.m. Ages 18 +
$3 at door, $6 for

Happy Hour,
More - Rock

minors.

Against Rape at
GVSU Clock

'05- 06 School Year.

5 units remain for each: June, July and August
move-in dates.

Starting at $270.00/person
(based upon 2 person occupancy & one year lease)
Walk out 2 bedroom/ 1 bath
Includes all utilities except electric
Includes carport
On-Site Laundry

Sin, Claire - The
April 2

Apartment Lease Reservations
to**onwootf Now Available for Spring & Summer 'OS & 'OS - '06 school year
Forest—

Tower. 6 p.m.

Intersection in
Grand Rapids w/

10 p.m. Ages 21 +.
$4.

www.lanthorn.ccm

March 3 1

On-Site management
24 hour emergency services
9 12 month lease options
15 minutes from both GSU campuses

&

Application must be received in full by March 31,2005.
After which all applications will be reviewed on qualifying criteria and
a 'first come, first serve basis'.

Accepted applicants will be notified of a guaranteed
unit on or before May 15,2005.

Immediate Occupancy Also Available

Magnum Tattaolng Inc.
=APT Member=
:GR’s Largest Selection of Quality Body Jewelry=

.- a

=Professional Body Piercing=
=Quality Custom Tattooing=
=Award Winning ArtisLs=

(2,0

2317 S. Division
Grand Rapids

616-245-1180
WWW.MAGNUMTATTOO.COM

Jayson Bussa, Sports Editor

sports@lanthorn.com
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Reservist returns to give mens rugby hot start

7

By Sarah Hawley

Grand Valley’s softball
team has lost seven games
this season by only one run.
The 2-1 loss in the first
game of their double-header
against Saint Joseph’s
College last weekend added
one more to their total seven
games. Six of their one-run
losses came on their spring
break trip. The Lakers are
now 5-11.

The Grand Valley State
University men's club rugby
team is coming off two back-toback wins and the return of AllAmerican
candidate
Ross
VandenBerg.
The team beat Notre Dame 260 and Central Michigan 124) to
open up the spring season.
VandenBerg, a GVSU junior,
returned from overseas, where
he served as a sergeant with the
Army, to claim his spot as the
captain of the men’s rugby club.
VandenBerg, 22, signed up for
the Army Reserves in August of
2001 and was deployed to Iraq
on Jan. 28, 2004. He went on a
civil affairs job where he served
as a mediator between the U.S.
military and Iraqi people.
“It was kind of frustrating
being deployed,’’ VandenBerg
said. “I was enrolled in all my
classes and had to just walk

GVL Staff Writer

l6

GVSU’s softball team
clanked 16 hits during a
four-game road trip this
weekend. Despite their
solid batting, the Lakers
lost all four of their games,
putting up a combined four
runs on the weekend The
Lakers also suffered a pair
of shut-outs on their road
trip.

O

Lake Superior State’s
Patrik Kallin won zero
games at the hands of
GVSU’s Mike Bambini in
Saturday’s tennis match held
at Sault St. Marie, Mich.
Bambini competed at the
sixth singles position fueling
the Lakers to their narrow 54 victory over Lake Superior
State University.

away.”
VandenBerg is majoring in
criminal justice and history. As a
civil affairs officer, deployment
was something for which he was
prepared. Overseas, he was in
combat and experienced a
roadside bomb for the first time.
“I was in the passenger side
when a roadside bomb went
off,” VandenBerg said. “1 didn’t
have any armor on my legs, but
the bomb was buried so deep
that the shrapnel didn’t get stuck
in us.”
Aside
from
this
close
encounter, VandenBerg was able
to help people. He said he would
meet the Iraqis and assess how
he could help fix their problems.
“It’s a pretty mixed crowd
there,” VandenBerg said. “Some
are for us and some are against
us. Iraq is separated by villages.
Some you really love because
you did something good for
SEE RUGBY, B2

I -• Hi
CM / Archives

Taking the plunge: Men's rugby has high hopes for the year after coming off two wins.

Ice gives Crew cold shoulder

97
The women’s rugby team
handled their opponents
from Ball State University
by a score of 97-5 this
weekend. The score for the
first side was 42-5 and on
the second side, the Lakers
shut out the Cardinals by a
score of 55-0. The game was
held at Ball State.

Get your
news
online!
www.lanthorn.com
GW. / /aslyn Gilbert]

Laker
the

of

Week

Braving the weather: Despite frigid weather, the Grand Valley Rowing Club competed in the Lubber's Cup on Saturday. The regatta was held at Riverside Rark in Grand Rapids.

Water conditions hinder
men’s and women’s
rowing teams in only
home race of season
By Jayson Bussa

GVL Sports Editor

Mike Bambini —
Sophomore Bambini is
named Laker of the
Week for his breakout
performance in GVSU’s
Saturday match against
Lake Superior State
University. Bambini
ousted Patrik Kallin in
straight sets (6-0, 6-0).
Bambini was the only
Laker to score the
shutout in the match.
The Lakers narrowly
defeated LSSU by a
score of 5-4, scoring
them their first
conference win.

Kristin Jenner — Junior
Jenner of the Grand
Valley State softball team
is Laker of the Week after
pitching in two outings in
two days of competition
Jenner went 5.1 innings
in the Lakers' 2-1 loss
against St Joseph’s on
Saturday. On Sunday.
Jenner went 3 .1 as the
Lakers fel to BeNarmine
University. Jenner tallied
seven strikeouts and nine
wafcs as wefl as letting
up five hits and six
earned runs in her two
outings____________

Last Saturday, temperatures
were near freezing, and a sleet
and snow mixture threatened to
cancel the Lubber’s Cup
Regatta. Despite the less-thanideal conditions for being river
side, the men’s and women’s
rowing teams of Grand Valley
State University competed in
their only home race of the
season,
chalking
up
the
conditions as classic Michigan
winter weather.
The status of the regatta, held
at Riverside Park in downtown
Grand Rapids was, for a time.

undetermined as race officials
debated whether or not the
conditions would remain clear
enough for the races to
proceed. Tireless hours of
cleaning up the launch areas
and keeping the race course
clear eventually made way for
the Lakers’ prized home race.
Five other area schools also
competed in the event. GVSU’s
opponents included Division I
foes
the
University
of
Michigan.
Michigan
State
University, Eastern Michigan
University and the University
of Notre Dame.
Two points winners were
crowned after a series of 11
races. The University of
Michigan raised the trophy for
the most points on the men’s
side, while Eastern Michigan
captured the women’s title.
The men started the day with

their novice team scoring a women’s side reaped similar
third place finish in the four- results as the men. Both the
four-person
and
person race. They finished just women’s
behind MSU and the University eight-person races resulted in
third
place
of
Western
finishes.Ontario.
The
men’s
novice
“It
was
so
team improved
exciting.” said
“It felt good, so this
freshman Carly
in the last race,
where they took gives me confidence that Bartlein.
“We
we still have plenty
a second place
had
some
finish
in
the
chaotic
starts,
more room for growth.
which included
eight-person
We can only get faster.”
some crabs but
race.
we ... rowed well
“The weather
definitely made
despite all the
things
RACHEL TRUELOVE new people. It
was thrilling to
interesting,” said
freshman rower
finish so close to
WOMEN’S ROWING
State
and
Richard
Eastern.”
Buchanan.
The varsity members raced in
“Setup was not too bad.
Thankfully things went pretty more races than the novice
teams in an attempt to
smoothly.”
The novice teams for the contribute to the Lakers’

campaign for the championship
title. The varsity men took a
fourth place finish in the eight
as well as two fifth place
finishes in separate four-person
races.
The women’s side took fourth
place in the eight and raked in a
pair of third place finishes in
separate four-person races.
“Our eight felt fast, but it
obviously wasn't fast enough,”
said Rachel Truelove. “This
means we have a lot to work
on. But it felt good, so this
gives me confidence that we
still have plenty more room for
growth. We can only get
faster.”
The rowing teams will
compete again on April 3, when
they make the trip to Ypsilanti
to compete in the Michigan
Invitational.

Ranked competition looms in Lakers' future
By Jayson Bussa

GVL Sports Editor
Beginning conference play
unmarked and on a winning
streak is a feat in itself, but the
tennis team of Grand Valley
State University could turn
even more heads if they
manage to defeat ranked
opponents and stay unmarked
as the competition noticeably
thickens.
With eight matches left on
their regular spring season
schedule, the 12-4 Lakers have
faced a nationally ranked
opponent and will see three
more in their future. The
Lakers will compete against
conference
opponent
Northwood University (No. 17,
2-3) in April. The Lakers also
have the Aquinas College
Saints on their schedule, who
are currently ranked No. 16.
The Lakers had not faced a
ranked opponent in their spring
season until last Tuesday. Their
losses came from Southern
Indiana, Villanova University
and Coe College.
“I think everyone is ready to
play and looking forward to
some tough matches,” said
head coach John Black. “A lot.

In ttie narrow victory over
of these teams are better on
paper, but whoever plays the LSSU, GVSU’s singles flights
better tennis against each other snagged four of the six matches
to give the Lakers the edge
will come out on top.”
The Lakers took on the going into doubles play. The
ranked competition with a win by doubles team Mike
conference record of 1-0 after Bambini and Scott Gregory (81) sealed the deal for the
last weekend’s win over Lake
Superior State University. The Lakers.
Bambini also went perfect at
wins move the Lakers closer to
six
singles,
being ranked as
ousting
Patrik
their
Kallin 6-0, 6-0.
counterparts are.
Gregory
took
“Right now the
“A lot of these teams
fourth
singles
top teams are
are better on paper, but
from
Geoff
Northwood,
Ferris State and whoever plays the better Markuson 6-3,
tennis against each
6-2, and Justin
Southern
Sauerbrey
Indiana,” Black
other will come out on
scored a win
said. “We’re in
top.”
against Matthew
the six or seven
Early at
fifth
teams
right
singles6-4, 7-5.
behind.”
JOHN BLACK
Adam
Over
the
Sandusky
was
weekend,
the
head coach
the only Laker in
Lakers began on
MEN’S TENNIS
the top three
the right foot in
singles to win,
their
GLIAC
defeating
schedule
by
Cote-Simard
at
knocking off the Lakers of Nicholas
second singles 6-1, 6-3. First
LSSU by a score of 5-4.
“It was a good win because singles KyleKlinge and third
we’re No. 10 and they were No. Nirun Raju lost their respective
6," Black said. “Any time you matches.
Wednesday the Lakers saw
beat someone ahead of you. it’s
defeat at FSU, losing 2-7.
a good win.”
7
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ATTENTION GVSU EMPLOYEES!
SAVE MONEY ON AUTO AND HOME INSUR
ANCE
WITH

MEEMIC INSURANCE COMPANY
TAURUS LX

CHEVY TRAILBLAZER

CHEVY SUBURBAN

BONNEVILLE SLE

FORD WINDSTAR LX

FORD EXPEDITION XLT

BUICK CENTURY

CHEVY TAHOE LS

TOYOTA CAMARY

TOYOTA SIENNA

DODGE GRD CARAVAN

DODGE RAM 1500

CHEVY VENTURE

HONDA CRV LX

HONDA CIVIC DX

PONTIAC MONTANA

NISSAN XTERRA

NISSAN SENTRA

FORD F-150

GMC SONOMA

|EEP GRAND CHEROKEE

S295

$314

$333

•Prices are for model year 2002 vehicles, driver over 30 years of age, no accidents or
tickets within the last 3 years.multiple car discount, auto/home discount, educator
discount, less than 3 miles to work.
•Coverage includes: 100/300 bodily injury liability, 20,000/40,000 underinsured motorist
liability, $100 comp, deductible,$500 broad form collision deductible, towing and road service.
•Additional discounts available! Rates based on zip codes, rates may vary.

DWELLING
COVERAGE
$125,000

DWELLING

DWELLING

COVERAGE
$150,000

COVERAGE
$175,000

DWELLING
COVERAGE
$200,000

CONTENTS

CONTENTS

CONTENTS

CONTENTS

COVERAGE
$87,500

COVERAGE
$105,000

COVERAGE
$105,000

COVERAGE
$140,000

LIABILITY
$300,000

LIABILITY
$300,000

LIABILITY
$300,000

LIABILITY
$300,000

S323

$376

$428

$479

(•VI / Will H.irr.tli

Warm-ups: Freshman catcher Katie krmg practices indoors with the women's softball team GVSU's softball
team lost a doubleheader 5-3 and 2-0 at Rellarmine Sunda\

•Prices for homes located in Allendale (protection class 6). Prices include: auto/home discount,
non-smoker discount, educators discount, and protective devices discounts.
(newer homes may qualify for more discount)
•Coverage based on $500 deductible
•Rates based on protection class, rates may vary

RUGBY
continued from page HI

CVSU EMPLOYEES:
Call for a quote today!

Local: 616-678-4800
Or

Toll Free: 800-357-0074

CHRIS SUCHNER AGENCY

them and others don’t because
you haven't done anything for
them.”
After spending 10 months in
Iraq. VandenBerg made his way
home. He said he looks forward
to this season as a Laker and
plans to make strides in the
coming seasons.
“I’m really excited because I
haven’t played in a long time."
VandenBerg said. “I’m not
really nervous about how I’m
going to play because I have
many years [of experience!. A
lot of our guys have been
around for more than a year. I

think this team will be good
both this season and then in the
fall.”
There are 45 members on the
team.
including
several
Midwest All-stars. This spring
season is for “friendly games."
explained head coach John
Mullett. The team schedules
which teams they want to play
and has seven games planned.
The Lakers will take on Western
Michigan
University
this
Saturday.
“This year we probably have
our best team so far," Mullett
said. “We’re playing against
long-standing programs and
have kind of become a very
prominent team within the last

six years.
Mullett also said VandenBerg
is a good player, who gets a lot
of help from his teammates.
“Rugby actually helps you get
in shape for the army,"
VandenBerg said. “Being a
reserve, you only meet once a
month and you don’t have time
to do physical training. So
rugby keeps me sharp for the
military.”
Aside from the men, the
women’s rugby club is also
under way, and crushed Ball
State by a score of ^7-5 in its
opening game last Saturday.
They return to the turf on April
2 to take on Ohio State
University in Columbus. Ohio.
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Paintball takes aim at Nationals
Club will show what it
has to offer at the
national tournament
against 50 other schools

Capitol
Hill gets
pumped up
By Jayson Bussa
GVL Sports Editor

v
»« •

Just when everyone
thought that baseball
couldn't be any more of
an embarrassment, it
proved us all wrong.
The initial
embarrassment came at
the hands of a wash-up,
“roid raging" Jose
Canseco, wnen he
published a book
exposing the corrupt
state of America’s
“former" favorite
pastime and how many
of its star players relied
on performance
enhancing drugs to reach
the level of competition
that they had. The
players (or a small
representation of them)
were then given a fair
shot to give their side of
the story as Congress
invited Sammy Sosa, •
Curt Schilling, Rafael
Palmeiro. Mark
McGwire and Canseco to
testify about the current
state of baseball.
So what did these starstudded players of Major
League Baseball have to
say about themselves?
Take it away. Mr.
McGwire:
“That’s not for me to
determine.”
Nicely put McGwire.
Oh and by the way, I
think you’re looking
quite trim after you
mysteriously lost those
25 plus pounds now that
ou are out of baseball.
cGwire summed up
exactly what the rest of
the panel had to say: a
whole lot of nothing.
McGwire was one of the
focal points of the
hearings, after recent
allegations pointed to
performance-enhancing
drug use within his
career. McGwire set the
single-season home run
record in 1998. yet when
asked to justify now he
did so. he shied away.
McGwire refused to
answer any of Congress
questions, citing reasons
including not being
qualified to answer those
types of questions. Most
of Congress’ questions
were questions of
opinion, so apparently
McGwire is not qualified
to have an opinion.
McGwire has come
under heavy fire as of
late, but now it is clear
he deserves it after he
couldn’t even be
cooperative with
Congress as it tries to
clean up the game that
made him a huge star.
The reason wny all the
MLB players were
present in Congress sat
at the end in the form of
Canseco. He was
enjoying every minute of
it. decked out in his suit,
pretending like he cares
about the sport of
baseball while shining in
the limelight a few
minutes longer. Canseco
proceeded to make
statements that directly
contradicted opinions ne
voices in his book,
proving that he will say
whatever will make him
look good at the time.
Schilling, pitcher for
the Boston Red Sox,
introduced a shred of
intellect into the
conversations between
Congress members and
the MLB players.
Schilling has been a
public advocate for
destroying the use of
performance-enhancers.
When asked if he
considered those who
used performance
enhancing drugs were
cheating the game of
baseball, he said. “Yes."
Baseball commissioner
Bud Selig has promised
that first-time offenders
will be suspended for a
total of 10 games, and
publicly identified as
performance-enhancing
users.
With this circus being
held before the baseball
season, expect to see
many of the big names in
baseball hitting the field
on opening day
significantly slimmed
down.
It will be interesting to
see which stars will
emerge now that the
playing field has been
leveled. As for the
respect levels of the
players, their blatant
denials and non-answers
are a sure sign that they
are just in it for
themselves.

By Sarah Hawley
GVL Staff Writer
Days of playing war games
and cops and robbers in the
backyard have found a home in
Orlando. Fla.
The Grand Valley State
University Laker •Paintball Club
will send 14 members to Walt
Disney’s Wide World of Sports
complex April 15-17 for a
national tournament.
“It isn’t about going out with
camouflage and playing in the
woods anymore,” said Laker
Paintball Club captain Nick
Viau. “It is an organized sport

that requires strategy, physical
ability, technical discipline and
strong verbal communication.”
The Lakers will compete with
50 other schools from around the
country
for the
National
Collegiate Paintball Association
Championship title. There will
be teams from all Divisions
consisting of five athletes.
Currently ranked third in the
nation, the Lakers are sending
two teams and four substitutes.
Two of the members will be
assisting at the tournament to
help cover the cost of
participating.
“Paintball is one of the largest
growing extreme sports in the
world.” Viau said. “It combines
athletic
skill,
mechanical
knowledge, strategic thinking,
raw emotion, flare, camaraderie
and elements of collective
hobby, all into one sport.”

Viau, 23, is a communications
major with an advertising
emphasis and will graduate this
May. He has played paintball for
six years. This will be his second
tournament season at GVSU.
The club itself has been playing
for two years.
“We went to Nationals last
year,” Viau said. “But did not do
as well as we would have liked.
This year will be much different.
We learned a lot and have
worked our way from a ranking
of 13th to third in the nation.”
The rules of the game consist
of two teams being on the field
at once. The arena is netted with
precisely-placed,
inflatable
bunkers, and at the center of the
field stands a flag. A team has to
pull the flag from its pole and
successfully hang it at the
opposing team’s starting station.
The teams race to eliminate each

other’s members as the 5-mmute he took that to a competitive
level. This is his second trip to
clock ticks down.
Points are the key. Each team Nationals.
“The most appealing thing
tries to earn
points by
eliminating opponents and about paintball to me is the
pulling and hanging the flag. A absolute rush of adrenaline you
total of 100 points is awarded for get while playing it,” Rookus
said. “The only thing I can relate
each game.
“Paintball is one of the most the rush to is skydiving. It’s
extremely fastchallenging
paced and takes a
sports that I have
tremendous
ever
played,”
Viau said. “I
amount of skill
“Paintball is one of the
and teamwork,
have been an
most challenging sports
which
makes
athlete all of my
that I have ever played.
being good very
life. I’ve even
... I’ve even played
difficult.
played football
“It is a great
for three seasons
football for three
stress
relief.
here at GVSU. I
seasons here at GVSU.
After a hard
love the skill that
I love the skill that
week of class to
paintball
paintball requires.”
just go and hang
requires.”
out. It creates a
The adrenaline
great atmosphere
rush sport is fun,
for
everyone,
NICK VIAU
but costly. An
experienced or
electronic
CLUB CAPTAIN
not. and the team
paintball marker
PAINTBALL
aspect has helped
can reach over
me make a lot of
$1,200 The club
new
friends
relies on self
funds and fund raising to pay through the club.”
Practices are held at the
tournament fees.
20-year-old Josh Rookus Crossfire Paintball Arena in
started playing paintball at age Allendale and at T.C. Paintball’s
12. Within these last two years outdoor fields in Grand Rapids.

Made by students. Read by everyone.

On stands Thursday.

Yellow Jacket Inn

Wednesday night is Cheap Date Night

GoirT to DisneyWorld: The 2005 L.iker Paintball Club is looking to win at Nationals in Florida. Pictured above is this
year's squad.

Lakers recharge
pitching staff
Finnerty said. "My numbers
aren't where I’d like them to be.
but it’s still early in the season.
It’s not all about numbers,
either, as long as the team is
helping me out and we’re
winning.”
By Jayson Bussa
Finnerty hasn’t disappointed
yet this year, going 2-0 on the
GVL Sports Editor
season with 5.1 innings pitched.
“He’s the best closer in our
The pitching rotation of the
Grand Valley State University conference,” Lyon said. “We
baseball team is undergoing a have the luxury of turning
facelift after losing three of its games over to him."
Two
other
experienced
top pitchers who carried the
Lakers to the Division II World players, Sean McLeod and
Marty
Jackimowicz,
are
Series last year.
The team bid farewell to one returning to the rotation for the
of the best pitching rotations Lakers as starters.
Jackimowicz pitched 32.2
assembled at GVSU with the
departure of senior starters Matt innings last year as a starter,
Rafeld. Phil Mixter and Jon finishing with a record of 3-2.
Micoff. Together, the trio of McLeod tallied 40.2 innings
heavers went 30-8 for the with his record of 3-1 in a
middle relief position. They
Lakers in the
will be called
2004
season,
upon to play a
tallying
229
larger role this
strikeouts
and
year.
“We work extremely
accounting for
“Sean did a
271.2
innings
hard as a team as we
great job last
pitched.
get ready for the
year,"
Lyon
“We lost those
northern part of our
said. “This year
three guys last
schedule.”
he’s gotten off
year, but we still
to a great start.
feel
very
We
feel
confident.” said
confident he’ll
head
coach
STEVE LYON
do a great job
Steve
Lyon.
where he is at."
“Our
starting
HEAD COACH
McLeod
is
pitchers
are
BASEBALL
currently
1-0
going to be great
after his six
this year.”
innings
as
The Lakers also
lost Jason LaBaumbard who pitcher, when he struck out nine
went 5-2 last season with an batters and walked only two
a
perfect
ERA.
ERA of 5.26. With four of with
GVSU’s top players leaving the Jackimowicz hasn’t enjoyed
team, the Lakers look for a similar success after pitching
foundation from which to 9.1 innings with an ERA of
11.17, leaving him at 0-0.
rebuild their rotation. That
Other significant efforts were
foundation is found in the
given on behalf of juniors
closer position.
Closer Joe Finnerty joins the Jeremy Dow and Nate Weller.
Lakers for his senior year after Dow has logged in 11.1 innings
coming in with the highest ERA so far this season with an ERA
among the rotation last year. In of 2.38, striking out 15 and
the 2004 season, Finnerty walking six. Weller has pitched
pitched 30 innings, striking out five innings, maintaining an
24 and only walking six and ERA of 1.80, striking out three
finishing with a 2.40 ERA. and only walking a single
Finnerty also had nine saves batter.
“Everyone is working really
and played an instrumental role
in bringing the Lakers to the hard,” Lyon said. “I can’t
championship Now the rotation pinpoint one person. We work
extremely hard as a team as we
he is involved with is different.
“I’m happy with the wins, get ready for the northern part
can’t complain about them,” of our schedule.”

After losing three star
pitchers, the Lakers are
forced to find new talent
on the mound
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Animation crosses borders
By Forrest Karbowski
GVL A&E Editor
For Grand Valley State
University senior animation
student
Dan
Hogan,
a
homework assignment became
an
internationally-viewed
cartoon.
Hogan's animation. “Lunch
Date.” was recently accepted
to
the
second
annual
Nontzeflash competition, a
European-based
Internet
animation festival.
“I was talking to my
girlfriend one day about first
date situations and how
nervous they can be," he said.
"You feel so nervous, like
something crazy will happen,
and it came out of that,
mostly.”
One of Hogan’s professors
sent an e-mail to Hogan's
class about the festival, and
Hogan decided to apply, he
said.
“It was easy to submit to
because it was Internet-based.
I was one of four people in the
U.S. to get in. which was nice.

I was kind of surprised — it’s
pretty flattering.”
This isn’t the first festival in
which Hogan has competed.
Over the course of the past
year he has submitted "Lunch
Date" to the Grand Rapids
Festival of the Arts, where he
won best student animation, to
the Muskegon Film Festival
and to the Grand Valley
Student Showcase.
Hogan said before coming to
GVSLJ he experimented with
stop-motion animation, using
superhero action figures to
create short films for fun. He
said he has been draw mg since
childhood.
“I’ll be the first to admit my
style isn’t the best in the
world.” Hogan said. “It’s very
simple and stick-figurey and
cartoony. But it works for me,
and I like drawing that way. I
like to keep it simple for my
sanity’s sake."
Hogan
began
a
video
emphasis in the GVSU film
major.
but
found
his
imagination limited by reality.
He turned to animation.

instead.
“The thing I love the most
about animation is I can do
whatever I want If I want to
make it completely /any und
not make any sense, 1 can do
that. If I want to make up
characters out
of the blue, 1
can do that — I
can
do
anything."
Hogan
said
humor is his
medium
of
choice.
“As my dad is
fond of saying,
’timing
is
everything,’" he
said. "I don't
think
that’s
something that
can be taught
it’s just trial
and error; you figure it out as
you go. People say they like
how fast paced 'Lunch Date’
is.
“I think randomness is really
funny, because that happens in
life. Things happen that make
no sense, and that’s funny."

“Lunch Date" took Hogan a
few weeks to complete, but he
said some of his more
complex projects have taken
much longer.
Hogan is also the captain of
an animation team, which will
compete in the
Cartoon
Challenge
at
the Kalamazoo
Festival
in
May.
As part of the
challenge,
schools
form
teams of five
animators who
arc
given
a
topic and one
day to create a
short
animation. This
year w ill be Hogan's first year
entering the challenge with his
team “Hogan's Zeroes."
“It’s our maiden voyage." he
said. “I’m excited. It will be
good experience."
"Lunch Date" can be seen at
http://www.nont/eflash.com.

GVL / Misty Minn*

Worldwide recognition: Senior film and vi<l<*o major, Dan Hogan, created an
animation that was a» i *'[>i«hI to a i uropean festival

Rock show benefits relief work
and Delilah DeWylde.
After hearing about Schuyler’s
plans and attempts to fund his
trip, including a garage sale
James
Schuyler.
22
—
sometimes known as “Jammy" or containing almost everything he
“Short Pants" — will soon be owned. M.J. spoke to her boss
making a journey over the about supporting the mission.
Atlantic to do relief work in M.J. and Malsberger approached
Africa. Before he can go, he Schuyler with the idea to throw ii
needs to raise money for his benefit show to help pay for his
DeWylde’s
band
travels and efforts while there. move.
That was how “Jammy Jam" was Nobody's Darlin’ offered thei)musical talents and convinced
created.
“Jammy Jam" was held at fellow bands to offer theirs as
Jukes bar in Grand Rapids last well.
Schuyler said he has felt great
Sunday. The jam was a 12-hour
concert with a different band support from his family, friends
playing each hour. The bands and community, all of whom
donated their time to help bring in have donated and supported him
a wide variety of support. All immensely.
"Never in my life have I felt
cover charges and profits of the
bar went to Schuyler and his this kind of love and concern
from a group or community,” he
cause.
Schuyler leaves for Uganda on said.
Although he is not a native of
March 31. with plans to stay a
full year and hopes to return later Grand Rapids, it has become his
for school. He will initially be home, and he said he is thankful
traveling with The Christian for what the region has given
Equatorial and East African him.
His inspiration comes from a
IX'velopment Organization, who
will provide him with a place to trip he made when he was 16
stay and connections with local years old. Schuyler said his
centers. Later he w ill travel on his travels to Uganda changed his
own. staying with families and life. He explained that seeing the
conditions people lived in made it
churches.
more difficult to take his comfort
The
money
at
home
for
made by the
granted.
concert will go
“It’s only been
toward
“Never in my life have I
recently that I’ve
Schuyler’s
realized that I
expenses while in felt this kind of love and
Africa
and concern from a group or can no longer
simply
equipment to help
community.”
sympathize," he
educate people on
said. "I need to
issues like water
act."
purification.
JAMES SCHUYLER
Those
AIDS prevention
interested
in
and sexual safety.
FUND RAISER
helping Schuyler
Schuyler plans to
and his cause can
ride his bike from
contact him at
village to village
with a laptop and a projector jammysCa’gmail.com or visit his
at
screen to hold seminars on these travelogue
He
issues. He plans to help develop www.shortpants.net.
better computer programs for emphasizes the need for old
AIDS orphanages and clinics, laptop computers and money. He
protecting them from virus said the money will go toward
attacks. He stressed the need for shipping equipment and other
technical expertise in Uganda and needs such as fixxl. water and
plans to train natives how to use medicine.
“Anything that people are
and protect their software.
Schuyler credits the success of w illing to contribute or give, it’s a
“Jammy Jam" to Ins friend M.J., gift no matter what it is."
a bartender at Jukes. Bruce Schuyler said.
Malsberger. the owner of Jukes,

By Michelle Pawiak
GVL Staff Writer

(At t fmth FoAjnJri

lammin': Guitarist and singer Greg Bliss was the first of mans musn ians who j**rh>fnx,d at tlx* ‘lamnw lam*

Allendale finds its Idol
By Jenna Carlesso
GVL Staff Writer
Student singers found a shot
at local stardom Friday night
as Allendale went in search of
its very own ‘idol.’
Sisters from the Delta Zeta
sorority held their second
annual
‘Allendale
Idol’
competition in the Grand
River Room of Kirkhof. a
take-off of the successful
television show “American
Idol."
“It was a chance for people
who don’t get involved that
often to shine,” said Becky
McGowan, ways and means
chair of Delta Zeta. “Everyone
had the opportunity to come
out and see what they’re made
of.”
Although many of the
contestants were music majors
or had some experience with
choir
or
karaoke.
the
competition was open to
everyone. Competitors signed
up online and had to prepare a
song. Solos, duets and bands

or singing groups were all
welcome.
The
evening
consisted of II acts — 10
soloists and one band.
“It’s always a bit nervewracking to get up in front of
your peers,” said freshman
Rachel Johnson “But I’m so
glad I did Now 1 have a down
payment for my apartment."
Johnson won first pri/e, $100
and 100 minutes of free
tanning, for singing "Legacy,"
a song by Nicole Nordman
One after another, the
contestants
got
up
and
performed before a panel of
nine
judges
who
were
organized into five separate
groups. A group of three came
from the men’s basketball
team, three were singers from
the a cappella group After
School Special and three were
individual judges.
“I tried to |select the judges|
from the wide spectrum of
student life." McGowan said
“Bringing in people from
things like sports and student
senate, 1 thought it would be a
great mix."

The
contestants
were
evaluated on aspects including
performance, stage presence
and overall vocal skills.
“You want to be captivated
by someone when they’re
singing.” said senior Josh
Kahn, who sersed as a judge.
“The people who won were
definitely guilty of that."
The judges gave singers
number ratings at the end of
each performance
Scores
ranged from one to 10, 10
being the highest.
“I was very intimidated,"
said senior Karen Gattuccio,
"I’m not used to getting
judged like that, so I just tried
to do my best." Gattuccio
came in second place.
Of the 11 performers, the
four with the highest scores
were brought back on-stage at
the end of the evening. The
audience was then asked to
cheer
for their
favorite
contestant. The top four
singers were ranked by how
loudly the crowd responded,
Whi le the top prize was cash
and a tanning certificate, the
v

three runners up each received
a gift certificate to Applebee’s
restaurant and a prize package
courtesy of the university
bookstore.
Although
they
didn’t
compete, last year's first place
‘idol’ winners. After School
Special, provided additional
entertainment by performing
several songs
"I tried to keep (this year’s
exentl more student-based,"
McGowan said. “[We wanted|
everyone to be familiar with
each other as opposed to
| reaching | outside of the
campus.
Nearly every seat of the
evening was sold, and many
came to support their friends
and favorite idols'.
“I wasn't sure what to
expect,
but
we
had
a
wonderful turnout," McGowan
said.
“(This
event!
is
something |the sorority| does
for itself, but people also get
to perform, have fun and win
money, so it is a plus on both
ends."
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Horror doesn't
'Ring' twice
ART
Calder Art Show
today
The
Calder
Art
Residence will present
the opening reception to
the Calder Art Show
today at 7 p.m in the
Pere Marquette Room in
Kirkhof Center. The
gallery will be open in
from 12 p.m. to 2 a m.
today, from 12 p.m. to 10
p.m. Friday and from 12
p.m. to 8 p.m. on
Saturday.
The
Performance
Media
Show will take place
Friday at 7 p.m. in the
Grand River Room.

Fourth Annual
Tasta of the Arab
World
Tonight marks the final
event in the week long
series of events in
"Explore
the
Arab
World" sponsored by the
Arab Culture Club. Taste
of the Arab World will
begin at 6:30 p.m. in the
Grand River Room in
Kirkhof. There will be
dinner, music and dance
entertainment, an art and
artifacts
exhibit,
information regarding
individual
Middle
Eastern countries and
cultures as well as that of
the Middle East as a
whole.

Crlt-O-Rama at
the UICA
The Urban Institute for
Contemporary
Arts
offers
“Crit-O-Rama”
today in partnership with
Grand
Valley
State
University. Guest artists
from around the country
and regional faculty are
invited to give slide
lectures
about
their
work.
The
event
culminates
with
a
reception and critique of
student work, where
guest artists will offer
criticism of the student
work
displayed
throughout
UICA’s
Monroe Avenue Gallery.

Reviewed By Forrest
Karbowski
GVL A&E Editor
You can only count on three
things in life: death, taxes and
mediocre horror movie
sequels.
The original “The Ring”
ended in such a way that no
sequel was necessary, yet it
wisely left the door open in
case the creators found a way
to capitalize on the potential
for a lucrative franchise.
“The Ring Two” is more the
result of “cashing in” than an
artistic desire to continue
developing a story.
Mercifully, the film does try
to avoid rehashing the themes
already covered in its
creepier, more interesting
predecessor. Without giving
too much away, the evil
television-inhabiting Samara
has learned a few new tricks
since “The Ring,” enough so
the film doesn’t get too
boring.
Like the previous
installment in the series, “The
Ring Two” is at its best when
it works cerebrally, following
Rachel Keller’s (Naomi
Watts) attempts to unravel the
visual cues presented to her
by the macabre videotape.
The goosebump-inducing
visuals from the first film
make a return, with some new
additions, although
unfortunately, they play a less
prominent role than before.
Ever since “The Ring,” I’ve
thought young Aidan Keller
(David Dorfman) was much
creepier than Samara, and 1
was pleasantly surprised that
this territory is explored in
“The Ring Two.” One
particularly effective scene
recalls "The Exorcist,” as
Aidan huddles in a bathtub
while the water flows upward,
out of the tap and gathers on
the ceiling. Aidan takes a
more prominent role in this

second film, stealing many of
the film’s eeriest moments,
and giving Haley Joel
Osment’s character in "The
Sixth Sense” a run for his
money in the “Scary Little
Kid” department.
Watts provides a compelling
performance as always,
although her character in the
first was more interesting —
in between films, she’s
managed to morph from a
modern mom-with-an-attitude
into a more conventional
matriarchal heroine.
It is at its worst, like most
horror films, when it actually
jumps out and says "Boo,”
trying as hard as possible to
scare the audience. One scene
where computer-generatedimage deer attack Keller’s car
is laughable — deer have
never been scary, as far as
I’m concerned, especially not
when they look like
something out of a video
game.
One of the strengths of the
original was that everything
came — to borrow a line
from the advertisements —
“full circle.” It functioned as
both a horror film and a
murder mystery. The sequel
attempts this same level of
complexity, but too many
loose ends develop — such as
the deer attack, which
remains utterly inexplicable
throughout the entire film.
If recent movies are any
indication, in 20 years we’ll
be seeing "The Ring versus
The Grudge,” and no one will
remember the originals except
in an ironic sense. This is the
curse of the sequel — it
devalues the original until
any shred of creativity has
been lost. Of course, in 20
years videotapes will be
obsolete, and unless Samara
translates to DVD. the threat
of "The Ring” will go the
way of 8-tracks and cassettes.
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Cultural celebration
Singing praise: The African praise group Afro-Tendo gave an hour-long performance in
the Cook-DeWitt Center at noon on Friday. The group danced and sang in their native
tradition and clothing. The African praise group aimed to inspire audience participation
and bring awareness to the needs of its native country, Uganda.
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Grand Valley student
brass ensembles will
perform
in
concert
tonight from 8 p.m. to 10
p.m. in the Cook-DeWitt
Center. Admission is
free.

Rock shows at the
DAAC
The Division Avenue
Arts Cooperative will
host
bands
North
Lincoln, Glass A Ashes,
Spit For Athena and The
Modern
Machines
tomorrow
night.
Performers
Jason
Anderson.
Andydicktraceymorganfr

eeman and Nick Dykert
will perform Saturday
night. Shows begin at
8:30 p.m. and cost $5.
The DAAC is located at
115
South
Division
Avenue.
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GAMES OF BOWLING
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Only $
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Student brass
ensembles perform

Violist
Amadi
Hummings will perform
at
the
Cook-DeWitt
Center on Wednesday.
March 30 as part of the *
Arts at Noon series.
Hummings has been
heard in recital in major
cities throughout the
United States, including
the
Chamber
Music
Society
of
Lincoln
Center in New York City,
the U.S. Supreme Court,
as well as Israel, Canada,
South America, Central
America, India. Japan,
and
throughout
the
Caribbean. Admission is
free.
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MONTE'S
DAILY HAPPY HOUR
MONDAY-FRIDAY 4PM-7PM

www.montesgr.com

DRinK SPECIALS i UUE mUSIC
Mondays

64oz. Pitchers:
Domestics $4.50
Imports & Microbrews $7.50

Tuesdays
$3 Stoli Drinks
$4 Stoli & Red Bulls

Wednesdays
College Night

$2 You Cali It! Any drink you j
want for $2
9 pm - Midnight

Thursdays
Ladies Night!!!

$1 You Call It! 10-1 lpm
$1 Domestics & Wells All
Night for Ladies
$2 Beers for Guys

March 2
March 9
March 16
March 23
March 30

Reverend Right Time
The Sprague Brothers
The Green Room
The Sprague Brothers
Pop Evil

Callfor details

ounce music
Fri & Sat
Top 40, Dance Remix
& Progressive Dance
Tuesday: House Music w/ I)J
Amanda Trevino 10pm
Thursday: Top 40 Dance Music
w/ DJ Rob Spencer

438 BRIDGE MU
GRflflD RAPIDS

.O’TOOLES
.
^ PUBLIC HOUSE
m

Hours of Operation
MONDAY-SATURDAYI1AM-2AM
Tuesdays
,,,,h,vPDinAM
S1 Domestic Drafts 9-12am
SUNDAY IIPM-2AM
0ff Appetjzers 9.1am
Open for LUNCH DAILY

«•
wfw

Wednesdays
$1 Domestic Beers &
jh $1 Well Drinks 9-12am
1/2 Off Appetizers 9* 1am
'

Full food menu until 1am every night of the week
Happy Hour from 4-7pm Mon-Fri
$2.00 5ud L ieht and $V00 20 oz frudweiser Drafts
_

jmtim
^

o

At all times wth college ID
Bloody Sundays
S4.00 Burgers & Fries until Midnight
$■>.00 fsloodij Mani 1*1,11' ALL Dnij & \LL Nisjit!
Over r0 Sauces, Mixes, and Spices to choose from!

GOOD FOOD GOOD PEOPLE GR£ A«B EER!
448 BRIDGE NW
GRAND RAPIDS
v &
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Shooter liked horror, death
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School shooter in
Minnesota liked to create
macabre drawings and
stories
By Amy Forijti
Associated Press
BEMIDJI, Minn. — He created
comic books with ghastly
drawings of people shooting each
other and wrote stories about
zombies. He dressed in black,
wore eyeliner and apparently
admired Hitler and called himself
the “Angel of Death” in German.
His father committed suicide
about four years ago. and his
mother is in a nursing home after
an auto accident, according to
news reports.
On Monday, 17-year-old Jeff
Weise went on a rampage,
shooting to death his grandfather
and the grandfather’s companion,
then invading his school on the
Red Lake Indian Reservation.
Armed with two pistols and a
shotgun, he killed nine people
and wounded seven before
shooting himself to death in the
nation’s
bloodiest
school
shooting since Columbine High
in Colorado six years ago.
Investigators are not sure
exactly what set Weise off, but
fellow students at Red Lake High
said they saw what looked, in
retrospect, like warning signs.
About a month ago. his sketch
of a guitar-strumming skeleton
AP / /uni Mone
accompanied by a caption that
Next question: Scores of media gathered as law enforcement offic ials briefed reporters Tuesday in Red I ake. Minn., about the fatal si hool shootings at Red Lake I tigh School Monday.
read “March to the death song ‘til
Authorities said that during the
Several notes signed by a Jeff about zombies.
Germany and history, and
your boots fill with blood” was Paul Pioneer Press his father had
displayed in his English class, committed suicide and his rampage inside the school. Weise Weise. who identified himself as
Weise’s Hotmail address links someday plan on moving out of
mother suffered head injuries in appeared to choose his victims at “a Native American from the Red him to frequent postings on one the US.
said classmate Parston Graves Jr.
random. Some witnesses said he Lake Indian’ Reservation." were Internet forum called “Rise of the
Graves, 16, said he was an auto accident.
In a posting from Feb. 6, he
Audrey Thayer, a friend of the smiled and waved as he fired.
posted beginning last year on a Dead,” a site where contributors agreed to continue contributing to
thinking about that picture
Michael Tabman, the FBI’s Web site operated by the collaborate on stories about a story line but added that things
Tuesday. “I thought that was him family who also works for the
in charge of the Libertarian National Socialist "average people attempting to are “kind of rocky right now so I
letting everyone know” that he Minnesota chapter of the agent
survive in a zombie-infested might disappear unexpectedly.”
was going to do something. American Civil Liberties Union Minneapolis office, said Tuesday Green Party.
office in Bemidji, about 30 miles authorities had not established a
In one posting, he criticized world." according to the site.
Graves said.
Fellow
student
Ashley
interracial mixing on
the
Weise. posting under the handle Morrison. 17. said Weise liked
Graves said Weise had also from the town where the shooting motive for the shootings.
shown him comic books he had occurred, said Weise’s story was Investigators said they did not reservation and slammed fellow “Blades11.” appeared to be a heavy metal music and dressed
know if there had been some kind Indian teens for listening to rap regular contributor to numerous like a “goth,” with black clothes,
drawn, filled with well-crafted one of “devastation and loss.”
Thayer said Weise had been of confrontation between Weise music. “We have kids my age fan fiction sites related to chains on his pants and black
images of people shooting each
killing each other over things as zombies.
On
one,
Weise spiky hair.
other. “It was mental stuff,” he living with his 58-year-old and his grandfather.
grandfather. Daryl Lussier. and
If Weise was quiet in school, he simple as a fight, and it's because identifies himself as being from
“He ltxtks like one of those
said. “It was sick.”
32-year-old became
an
extrovert
in of the rap influence," he wrote.
Red Lake and lists himself as an guys at the Littleton school,”
Weise. who routinely wore a Lussier’s
While the writing of his amateur writer.
Morrison said, referring to the
long black trench coat, eyeliner companion. Michelle Sigana. cyberspace. It appeared he may
He gix.*s on to write, “I’m a fan two teen gunmen, members of
and combat boots, has been Thayer said Weise had been have posted messages on a neo- postings on the neo-Nazi Web
described by several classmates teased at school, but she didn’t Nazi Web site expressing site may have been sloppy and of zombie films, have been for the so-called Trench Coat Mafia,
as a quiet teenager. Some of them think that set him off. “In high admiration for Hitler and calling full of typos, Weise was also able years, as well as fan of horror who killed 12 students, a teacher
knew
about
his
troubled school, you always have jabs at himself “Todesengel.” Gentian to write more polished prose for movies in general. 1 like to write and themselves at Columbine in
for the “Angel of Death.”
stories published on the Internet horror stories, read about Nazi Littleton. Colo.. in 1999.
childhood — relatives told the St. each other,” she said.

Palesti nian fugitives celebrate freedom
By Lara Sukhtian
Associated Press
TULKAREM, West Bank Dozens of Palestinian fugitives
reunited with their families
Tuesday, ending years on the run,
after Israeli troops returned this
West Bank town to Palestinian
control and promised to stop
chasing the men.
Tulkarem was the second of
five Palestinian towns to be
handed over to Palestinian
control, a sign that Mideast
peacemaking is inching forward.
However, the handover, sealed by
a ceremonial handshake between
Palestinian and Israeli field
commanders, was seen by
residents as only a small step on
the road to peace.
But for militants, especially
those sought by Israeli security, it
meant they can finally come out
of hiding. During four years of
violence. Israeli forces have made
hundreds
of
forays
into
Palestinian towns and villages,
arresting thousands of suspects _

and killed dozens of others in
airstrikes.
“For the first time in 2 1/2
years. I feel at ease," said Hosni
Abu Zgheib, 30, of the violent A1
Aqsa Martyrs’ Brigades, loosely
affiliated with Palestinian leader
Mahmoud Abbas’ ruling Fatah
Party.
Abu Zgheib. a father of three,
said he spent little time at home in
the last two years, constantly
moving from one safe house to
another and making occasional
visits to see his daughters.
Lounging in the living room of
another Aqsa gunman Tuesday,
drinking coffee and chain
smoking with colleagues, Abu
Zgheib. a former Palestinian
policemen, said he welcomed the
change.
“Tonight is the first night I’ll
sleep at home without worrying
the army is going to come
banging on my door,” he said.
At a Feb. 8 summit in Egypt.
Abbas and Israeli Prime Minister
Ariel Sharon declared an end to
more than four years of
bloodshed. As part of the

agreement. Israel agreed to stop
killing and arresting wanted
militants.
Israel also promised to transfer
control of five West Bank towns
to the Palestinian Authority. After
lengthy
negotiations.
Israel
handed over Jericho last week.
Tulkarem, located in the northern

West Bank along the

cease

tire line that divides Israel from
the West Bank, was the second
town transferred.
Like Jericho, however, the
transfer
was
delayed
by
disagreements.
Israel
cited
security
concerns
for
its
insistence on holding on to
roadblocks and some territory,
while the Palestinians accused
Israel of intentionally frustrating
the process.
Difficulties over the first two
towns tould be an indication of
potential disputes ahead. The next
town to be handed over is
Qalqiliya, which like Tulkarem is
located on the line between Israel
and the West Bank Bethlehem is
next, to be followed by Ramallah.
the seat of the Palestinian

government.
As news of Tulkarem’s
handover, which began Monday
night, spread through town,
dozens of gunmen took to the
streets to fire their weapons in the
air in celebration. Palestinian
police did not intervene.
Tulkarem store owner Nashat
Salem said “a little more
organization” is the only real
benefit from the handover. "We
won’t have the chaos in the streets
that we have today ... but on the
path to peace. I’m not so sun*
we’re going anywhere." he said.
In the first stage, Salem said, the
militants gain the most because
they can come out of hiding. But
their freedom may not last unless
they follow new rules.
Palestinian Interior Minister
Nasser Yousef issued a directive
this week, restricting weapons in
the hands of the militants. Also, if
they violate the mice, they an*
likely to be pursued by both the
Palestinians and the Israelis.
The militants say they are
committed to the cease-fire, at
least for now.

“I’ve been home only four
times in four years.” said
Mohammed Zitawi. 28. of Al
Aqsa. “For now. I'm not
inteivsted in fighting, and if Israel

sticks to its word, 1 will
personally hand in my gun to the
Palestinian Authority. It’s time to
go back to living a more normal
life.”

API Bronnan tinsley

Protecting a new home: A Palestinian police officer stand at a checkpoint in the
West Bank town of Tulkarem, Tuesday. Israel completed its handover of
Tulkarem to Palestinian six urity control Tuesday, ceremonially unlocking a gate
ih.it had Nix 1m'<) t'.ittic between the town and mam (mints in the West Bank.

Pfizer to end production in Holland, to divest plant
By James Prichard
Associated Press

$55E

i
AP / Dan frv*m|

Closing down: The Pfizer plant in Holland, Mich., is shown The drug maker announced Tuesday it plans to end
production at the plant and divest the facility by either selling it or leasing it to another operator

I

GRAND RAPIDS. Mich.
Citing a need to reduce its global
manufacturing capacity, drug
maker Pfizer Inc. says it plans to
end production at its llollandarea plant and sell or lease the
facility to another company.
Production
will continue
through the end of 2006 but the
plant will be closed after that if
there are no takers, Pfizer
officials said Tuesday.
The operation in Ottawa
County’s Holland Township,
about 25 miles southwest of
Grand
Rapids.
has
328
employees. About 110 arc
production workers and another
50 or so perform maintenance
and mechanical work.
The rest
are
scientists,
engineers
and
other
professionals.
said
plant
manager William Freekman.
“Just about every position here
is a skilled position.” Freckman
said during a teleconference
with reporters. “Some are skilled
through college education and
practice there, and some are

skilled through on-the-job-type
training. It’s not your average
factory."
Pfizer informed the plant's
workers of its decision Tuesday
morning and immediately will
start looking for a buyer, he said.
No layoffs arc foreseen during
the process.
If no buyer is found, workers
likely will not be transferred to
other Pfizer locations unless
they apply for and get kpecific
jobs that come open elsewhere
within the company.
The plant makes the active
ingredients for several Pfizer
medicines,
including
gabapentin, found in the antiseizure drug Neurontin. Its
production will be transferred to
other sites, including Pfizer’s
largest factory, which is in
Portage, about 50 miles south of
Grand Rapids.
Pfizer shares fell 29 cents
Tuesday to close at $25.42 in
trading on the New York Slock
Exchange
Founded in 1849, New Yorkbased Pfizer has grown into the
world’s largest pharmaceuticals
company through a senes of

acquisitions and the successful
introduction of blockbuster
medicines. Among its products
are the sexual-performance dnig
Viagra and Lipitor. a popular
cholesterol medication.
Pfizer acquired the 53-year-old
Holland Township plant when it
bought Warner-Lambert Inc. in
2000. Three years later, it
purchased Pharmacia Corp..
which owned the Portage plant.
Pfizer
now
has
78
manufacturing sites around the
world.
After a two-year evaluation of
its operations, Pfizer determined
that it needed less global
production capacity. Production
in Holland Township, which at
one time employed 480, has
steadily declined from 90
percent of capacity a few years
ago to less than 50 percent,
Freckman said.
The New York-based company
employs more than 8,500 people
in Michigan, with research
laboratories in Ann Arbor and
research, veterinary medicine
and manufacturing operations in
Kalamazoo County. It has
130.000 workers worldwide.
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MICH1GANT0WN, lnd. (AP)
— A turtle that was the only
survivor of a pet shop fire may
have emerged with a hellish
memento.
The palm-si/.ed red-eared
slider turtle, named Lucky, was
the only animal to survive a fire
last October at Dora’s A-IX>rable Pet Shop in nearby
Frankfort, about 40 miles
northwest of Indianapolis.
Owner Bryan Dora now says
he sees an image of Satan’s face
on the critter’s shell. Fie can spot
lips, eyes, a goatee, shoulders
and a pair of pointy horns on
Lucky’s back.
“The marking on the shell was
like the devil wanted us to know
he was down there,’’ Dora said.
“To me, it’s too coincidental that
the only thing to come out
unscathed would have this
image on it.”
The image was not visible
before the fire and Dora
speculates the intense heat might
have caused the shell’s color to
change. The turtle is healthy and
there was no change in its
behavior, he said.
The cause of fire that
destroyed nine businesses or
offices in the 1912 building in
downtown Frankfort has not
been determined.
“Turtles can hold their breath
quite awhile,” Dora said. "He
may have taken one breath just
before and held it through the
fire. Except that the fire went on
and on for hours.”

ANKARA, Turkey (AP)
Turkey’s Donald Trump is a
little kinder.
Instead of the harsh "you’re
fired!” uttered by Trump in the
“The Apprentice,” Tuncuy
Ozilhan, who fronts the Turkish
version of the U.S. reality show,
ousted the first candidate vying
for a high-paying job in his
conglomerate with the slightly
gentler: "I don’t want to work
with you.”
First to go in the series that
kicked off Sunday was a
Macedonian-born cake shop
owner whose team failed to
impress with this week’s task of
selling roasted chestnuts in the
streets of Istanbul.
Ozilhan is the 57-year-old
chairman of the Anadolu Group,
which was founded by lus father
and another partner in the 1950s.
The group has interests in
brewing.
soft-drinks,
the
automotive sector, finance and
office supplies.
In the show, which will run for
13 weeks, eight women and
eight men compete for the
lucrative monthly salary of
about $11,000 within the
Anadolu Group. Ozilhan fires
one or more candidates each
week according to how well they
perform with the tasks he
assigns.
Ozilhan generally shies away
from media attention. But he
agreed to front the show because
of his desire to help aspiring
entrepreneurs.
“1 accepted because 1 believe
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that I can be a guide for the
young," Ozilhan said in a recent
interview. "I see it as a social
duty."
HINSDALE. Mass. (AP) Firefighters used their wits —
and some snow
to battle a fire
in a remote cabin.
About a dozen Hinsdale
firefighters
trekked
threequarters of a mile to the burning,
one-story seasonal camp on
Bullard's Crossing Road on
Saturday evening.
Since the road was not plowed,
fire trucks and other vehicles
could not reach the scene, and
the firefighters had to carry their
equipment — including fivegallon water cans on their bucks
to reach the cottage.
They shoveled snow through a
bedroom window and pumped
water from the cans that usually
are used for brush tires to knock
down the cabin’s flames.
Firefighters were at the scene for
more than three hours.
l ire Chief Lurry Turner said it
was the first time his people ever
had to use snow to put out a
blaze.
The tire, which Turner labeled
suspicious, burned out a room m
the cabin.
LA PORTE C ITY, Iowa (AP)
— Stu Hemesuth has earned
$29.95 — as a prom date.
The high school senior from
La Porte City auctioned himself

off as a date on the Internet
auction site eBay on Thursday.
He will accompany Rachel Kay,
17. to her Cedar Falls prom.
The two say they have never
met.
Hemesath said the idea just
came to him as he was “thinking
about proms and stuff."
“I came to school with a
thought m my head, and I told
my friends,” he said. “They
thought it was the coolest thing
in the world, so I decided to go
for it."
Hemesath posted pictures of
himself and a description to
secure some bids — which came
from people as far away as
Alaska.
“That’s pretty far.” he said.
"She was really interested. She
showed me her picture, but it
was just too far away for it to be
a possibility.”
Hemesath wasn’t shy about his
description, saying he’s 5 feet 10
inches tall. 150 pounds, popular
and a wrestler. He added: "I have
a lot of girls telling me I’m
pretty hot."
said
she
e-mailed
Kay
Hemesath her phone number so
that they could get to know each
other before the big day. She
said she made her bid in an
attempt to make an ex-boyfriend
jealous.
“I didn’t think I’d actually win,
1 was just playing around,” she
said. “He looks like a pretty nice
guy. I thought his write-up was
pretty funny. He says he’s a
wrestler, so that’s good.”
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championship
Bow I

By Chris Richcreek
1. Which ballpark has been in
major-league
service
the
longest: The Texas Rangers’
Ballpark in Arlington or Coors
Field in Colorado?
2. Pitchers Jim Kaat (422) and
Bert Blyleven (345) are 1-2 in
career starts for the Minnesota
Twins. Who is No. 3?
3. Name the only two football
players to win a Heisman
Trophy, an NCAA national

and

a

Super

4. Who was the last college
senior taken No. I overall in the
NBA Draft?
5. Wayne Gretzky is the all time
leader in NHL playoff goals
with 122. Who is second?

players won men’s singles tennis
titles at the U.S. Open. Name
three of them.

was drafted by New Jersey No.
1 overall in 2000.
5. Mark Messier with 109 goals.

Answers
1. The Ballpark at Arlington
opened in 1994, while play
began at Coors Field in 1995.
2. Brad Radkc has made 318
starts entering 2005.

b. Who w as the youngest w inner
of NASCAR’s Busch Series
Rookie of the Year award?

3. Tony Dorsett and Marcus
Allen.

7. In the 1980s, five different

4. Cincinnati's Kenyon Martin

6. Kyle Busch was 19 when he
won the award in 2004.
7. John McEnroe (three times),
Ivan Lendl (3 times), Jimmy
Connors (2 times). Mats
Wilander and Boris Becker.
(c) 2005 King Features Synd.,
Inc.

On the tip of
your tongue:

King Crossword

Trivia test
1. GEOGRAPHY: What does
Switzerland call its states?
2. GENERAL KNOWLEDGE:
What is the more common
name for the Indian warrior
chief Goyathlay?
3. U.S. PRESIDENTS: Which
U.S. president (while serving in
the
military)
defeated
Tecumseh at the Battle of
Tippecanoe?
4. LITERATURE: Who wrote
the novel "Tales of a Fourth
Grade Nothing"?
5. LANGUAGE: What is
something that is ramulose?

6. ANATOMY: Where is the
sacrum located in the human
body?
7. MEASUREMENTS: What is
equal to 10 decimeters?

8. GAMES: How many pins are
used in bowling?
9. U.S. STATES: Which state’s
nickname is the "Keystone
State”
10. MUSIC:
impresario?

What

is

an

Answers
1. Cantons
2. Geronimo
3. William Henry Harrison
4. Judy Blume
5. Having many small branches

6. Lower back
7. 1 meter

8. 10
9. Pennsylvania
10. Manager of an opera or
concert company
(c)

rr

ACROSS

By Fiki Rodriquez

2005 King Features Sxnd.,
Inc.

Make inquiries
Bonfire leftovers
Dem.’s rival
Nixon was his
veep
13 La - Opera
House
14 Equal (Pref.)
15 Pronto
17 Wilde-beest
18 Shared by us
19 Situated below
21 Urge on
24 “Nuts!"
25 Cattle call?
26 Work unit
28 Upside<fown "e"
31 Babies’ nutri
ments
33 Bando of
baseball
35 Song-writer
Gus
36 Less extro
verted
38 “Without a
doubt"
40 Bottom line
41 Smell to high
heaven
43 Cell terminals
45 “Dragnet"
sergeant
47 Uncooked
48 Journal
49 Absolutely
54
-la-la!"
55 Lucy’s pal
56 Thee

9

1
4
9
12

57 Immature
newt
58 Crosses
59 Encountered
DOWN
1 Melody
2 Schuss
3 Small barrel
4 Perspicacious
5 Bugaboos,
6
7
8
9

eg
"Hee -"
African ante
lope
Lord Wimsey’s
creator
Much reliedon, as an

10
11
16
20
21
22
23
27
29
30
32
34

assistant
A slave to
crosswords?
Serve tea
Polloi preceder
Bulletin board
item
Little demons
Ark builder
Author’s pro
tection
Festive
Roller coaster
shout
Picnic
invaders
Burpee buy
Erudite

O 2005 King Features Synd, Inc.

37
39
42
44
45
46
50
51
52
53

10

11

Library patron
Tangles
Japanese city
WWII propa
ganda agey.
Drifting ice
sheet
Santa’s run
way
Abbott’s first
baseman
P.E. venue
Weeding tool
Historic boy
king
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Moments in time
The History Channel
• On April 8, 563 B.C.,
Gautama Buddha, the founder of
Buddhism, is born in the
Kingdom of Sakya along the
border of present-day Nepal and
India. Buddha was born as
Prince Siddhartha, the son of the
king of the Sakya people.
• On April 9, 1859, a 23-yearold Missouri youth named
Samuel Clemens receives his
steamboat pilot's license. During
his time as a pilot Clemens
picked up the nautical term
"Mark Twain," which he would
use as a pseudonym in his
writings for nearly 50 years.
•
On
April
6,
1865,
Confederate Gen. Robert E.
Lee's Army of Northern Virginia
fights its last major battle as it
retreats
westward
from
Richmond. As Lee watched his
men stagger from the battlefield
at Sayler's Creek, he cried, "My
God, has the army been
dissolved?" He surrendered
three days later.
• On April 10, 1933, the
Civilian Conservation Corps is
created in Washington, D.C., as
a tool for employing young men
during the Depression and

improving the government's vast
holdings of Western land. Some
2 million men took part in the
CCC during its nine-year
existence.
• On April 7, 1954, President
Dwight D. Eisenhower coins
one of the most famous Cold
War phrases when he suggests
the fall of French Indochina to
the communists could create a
"domino" effect in Southeast
Asia. The so-called domino
theory dominated American
thinking about Vietnam for the
next decade.
• On April 4, 1968, just after 6
p.m., Martin Luther King Jr. is
fatally shot while standing on
the balcony outside his secondstory room at the Motel Lorraine
in Memphis, Tenn. The 39-yearold civil-rights leader was in
Memphis to support a sanitation
workers' strike.
• On April 5, 1976, Howard
Hughes, one of the richest men
to emerge from the American
West during the 20th century,
dies in his airplane while Hying
from Acapulco to Houston to
seek medical treatment. He was
70.
(c) 2005 King Features Synd.,
Inc.

What's on tap: Events Calendar
Thursday. March 24
• 12:00 AM to 1:00 AM - Her
Story - Catherine Frerichs at
DeVos Center University Club Rm 107C
• 9:30 AM to 12:30 PM C.O.W.-Community
Outreach
Week at Kirkhof Center
• 10:30 AM to 3:00 PM Summer Job Fair at Henry Hall
Atrium

Hustle" at Women’s Center Lobby
• 8:00 PM to 10:00 PM GVSU Student Brass Ensembles at
Ctxik DeWitt Center
• 9:00 PM to 10:00 PM - Sex
Olympics at Rm 215/216 at
Kirkhof
• 10:00 PM - FREE MOVIE:
Donnie Darko at Kirkhof

Friday. March 25

• 1:30 PM to 4:30 PM C.O.W.-Community
Outreach
Week at Kirkhof Center

• 9:30 AM to 12:30 PM C.O.W.-Community
Outreach
Week at Kirkhof

• 4:00 PM to 5:00 PM Overcoming Test Anxiety at 204
STU

• 12:00 PM - GVSU Baseball
hosts Ashland University at FH
Baseball field

• 5:00 PM - FREE FILM:
Donnie Darko at Kirkhof

• 12:00 PM to 1:00 AM History Colloquium - Randall
Doyle at 1057 MAK

• 5:00 PM to 9:00 PM Mongolian BBQ Guest Griller
Fundraiser for Eyes Wide Open at
Mongolian BBQ
• 5:30 PM to 7:00 PM Professional of Color Lecture
Series: Tim Wise. Author and
Lecturer at Cook DeWitt Center
• 6:00 PM — 12-Step Men Only
Recovery Meeting at CDC
Conference

• 6:00 PM — 12-Step Women
Only Recovery Meetings at the
Women’s Center

• 1:30 PM to 4:30 PM C.O.W.-Community
Outreach
Week at Kirkhof
• 3:00 PM — 12-Step Recovery
Meetings at 104 Kirkpatrick
Living Center
• 3:00 PM to 4:30 PM - Self
Defense Class at FH Lecture Hall
Rm B-145
• 5:00 PM - FREE FLICK:
Donnie Darko at Kirkhof
• 10:00 PM - FREE CINEMA:
Donnie Darko at Kirkhof

Saturday. March 26

• 6:30 PM — 4th Annual Taste of
the Arab World Rm 290 Kirkhof
Center

• 9:30 AM to 12:30 PM C.O.W.-Community
Outreach
Week at Kirkhof

• 8:00 PM - "HotWangs &

• 12:00 PM - GVSU Baseball

— King Crossword —
Answers

for students on Wednesdays with Student I.D.

Location
1491 Division Street
Grand Rapids, Ml 49507

hosts Ashland University at FH
Baseball field
• 1:30 PM to 4:30 PM C.O.W.-Community
Outreach
Week at Kirkhof
• 3:00 PM to 4:30 PM - Self
Defense Class at FH Multipurpose
Rm B-30
• 5:00 PM - FREE FILM:
Donnie Darko at Kirkhof
• 10:00 PM - FREE MOVIE:
Donnie Darko at Kirkhof

See word
games, B7

* applies only at this location

• 5:00 PM - FREE FLICK:
National Treasure at Kirkhof
• 10:00 PM - FREE CINEMA:
National Treasure at Kirkhof

Monday. March 28
• 11:00 AM to 12:00 PM - Ten
Traps of Studying at 204 STU
• 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM History Colloquium - Carl Watts at
1111 MAK
• 12:00 PM to 2:00 PM - FREE
FILM: The Fight in the Fields:
C£sar
Chavez
and
the
Farmworkers' Struggle Film Series
at Kirkhof Rm 104
• 3:(X) PM — 12-Step Recovery
Meetings at 104 Kirkpatrick
Living Center
• 5:00 PM - FREE FILM:
National Treasure at Kirkhof
• 5:00 PM to 7:00 PM Blogging as Cultural Practice,
Weblogestan as Public Sphere at
Kirkhof Rm 204
• 10:00 PM - FREE MOVIE:
National Treasure at Kirkhof

Ihesday. March 29
• 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM - On
Campus Recruiting. Auto Owners
Insurance - Programmer at 206
Student Services Bldg.
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• 5:00 PM - FREE CINEM/
National Treasure at Kirkhof
• 6:00 PM — 12-Step Recovei
Meetings at CDC Conference

• 10:00 PM - FREE MOVI1
National Treasure at Kirkhof

p your
in the

• 8:00 AM to 12:00 PM - Hi
the Right Person— Behavior
Interviewing at Devos 119E
• 12:00 PM-1:00 PM
Arts
At Noon series - Am*
Hummings, viola at Cook DeW
Center
• 1:00 PM - GVSU Basebi
hosts Hillsdale College at F
baseball fields
• 2:(X) PM to 4:00 PM - FRF
FILM: The Fight in the Field
C£sar
Chdvez
and
tl
Farmworkers' Struggle Film Seru
at Kirkhof Rm 104
• 3:30 PM — Women's Cent
Tea Party at Kirkhof Rm 204
• 3:45 PM to 7:15 PM
Planting the Seeds of Service at tl
circle drive in front of Kirkhof
• 5:00 PM - FREE FLICI
National Treasure at Kirkhof
• 6:(X) PM — 12-Step Recove
Meetings at CDC Conference
• 9:00 PM — Our Civil Righ
and the Future: An Evening wi
Roe v Wade attorney San
Weddington At Kirkhof Rm 250
• 9:00 PM — Volunteer GVS
Recognition Banquet at Kirkli<
Rm 250

• 11:00 AM to 4:00 PM - Wsar
E. Chdvez Ofrenda and Video
Display at Kirkhof Lobby

• 9:15 PM to 10:00 PM - C
Sarah Weddington speaks t
“Civil Rights and the Future.” /
Kirkhof Rm 250

• 12:00 PM to 2:00 PM - FREE
FILM: The Fight in the Fields:

• 10:00 PM - FREE F1LN
National Treasure at Kirkhof

Pay with Visa, Mastercard or the Deb
of your Dining Membership
tun mm
mmm
|£| I;.,

• 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM - FRF
FILM: And the Earth did n
Swallow Him at Kirkhof R
215/216

Sunday. March 27

onto www.gvsufood.com
place your meal order

mmm

Cdsar
Chfivez
and
tl
Farmworkers' Struggle Film Seri«
at Kirkhof Rm 215/216

Wednesday. March 30

• 6:00 PM — 12-Step Recovery
Meetings at CDC Conference

THE SALVATION ARMY

ldnthorn@gvsu.ed

MARKETPLACE
Ad Ratos for Students,
Faculty and Staff
Classified rates for students,
faculty and staff: First 20 words, $4
minimum charge, then 15 cents per
additional word, payable in
advance.
To boldface, underline, italicize
or capitalize words in your
classified, add 10 cents per word.
To box an ad:
$2.00 extra.

BIRTHDAYS
Wish your friend a happy day. Tell the
world for just $3.00 (student pricing).
Stop by the Lanthom office, 100
Commons, for more details, (tf)

EMPLOYMENT
BARTENDERS WANTED $250/day
potential. No experience necessary.
Training provided. Age 18+ okay. Call
800-965-6520 ext. 226 (4/28)
Looking for a summer job? North
America's College Painter is hiring.
Hours and pay are excellent. Contact
Andrew at 821-3603 (4/7)
Mystery Shoppers needed to work
at local establishments. No exp
required/training provided, multiple
positions FT/PT. Up to $19/Hour. Call
1-800-724-2078 (4/7)
SUMMER CAMP POSITIONS:
Summer therapy camp for children
with physical disabilities Positions
available for counselors, waterfront,
nature/arts
&
crafts/recreation
instructors, nurses, therapists, food
service, & auxiliary. Must be
enthusiastic, responsible, & love
children. June 12-August 7. Salary,
room & board, & experience of
lifetime provided. For application &
information contact Bay Cliff Health
Camp, P.O. Box 310, Big Bay, Ml
49808,
(906)345-9314,
BayCliffHC@aol.com. Visit us at
www.baycliff.org (3/31)

SUMMER

!N MAINE Males and
Females, Meet new friends!
Travel! Teach your favorite activity:
Tennis, Swim, Canoe, Sail, Water
ski, Kayak, Gymnastics, Nanny,
Silver Jewelry, Ropes, Costumer,
Office, copper Enameling, English
Riding, Land sports and more.
TRIPP LAKE CAMP for Girls. 1800-9974347,
www.tnpplakecamp.com. (4/7)

GET PAID FOR YOUR OPINIONS!
Earn $15-$125 and more per
survey!
www.moneyforsurveys.com (4/28)
Summer Employment - College Pro is
now hiring Painters and Job Site
managers: Earn $10 to 11 /hr. with
bonus, work outside with other
students, many positions are
available throughout your state. Apply
online at www.collegepro.com or call
’ us at 1-888-277-9787 (4/28)

HOUSING
JENISON
TOWNHOUSE,
2
Bedroom, 1 1/2 Baths, Washer/Dryer,
central air, dishwasher, quiet, 6671210,454-0754,457-3158(4/28)
For Rent: Off campus housing, Large
5 bedroom, 5 minutes from Allendale
campus, Available in May. For more
info call 895-6873 or 690-3013 (4/7)
7 bedroom, 3 bath, 3 kitchen, on site
laundry, washer/dryer provided, within
walking distance from downtown
campus, minutes from expressway,
off street parking. $1750/month plus
utilities, 262-0660 (4/7)

Deadline is 10 a m. Monday for that
week’s issue.

Phone, Fax and Hours
Telephone 616-331-2460, or
leave a message on our afterhours answering machine. Fax
number is 616-331-2465. Office
hours:
9-4, Monday through
Friday.

$995 per month + deposit & utilities.
No pets. HERITAGE HILL, 603 Union
SE (duplex), 3 bedroom/1 bath;
$1,150 per month + deposit & utilities
No pets. Call 616-437-2164 (4/14)

Large 4 bedroom house for rent, great
area, washer/dryer hookup, off street
parking, $1000/month. Call 6164472610(4/14)

FOR RENT: HERITAGE HILL. 235
Oakley Place NE, 4 bedroom/2bath;
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Commercial Rates

Advertising Deadlines

Classified word ads.First 20
words, $6 minimum charge, then
20 cents per additional word,
payable in advance. To boldface,
italicize or capitalize words in your
classified, add 10 cents per word.
To box an ad:
$2.00 extra.
Classified display rate is $8.75 per
column inch.

The copy deadline for classified
advertising is at noon on Monday:
classified
display
advertising
deadline is 10 a.m. Monday. Bring
or send your copy to the Grand
Valley Lanthom, 100 Commons.
All classifieds must be paid in
advance, thank you, until credit is
established.

consultant at 895-6756 (4/14)
Extra Graduation Tickets??
call Rachel 856-0860. (tf)

Please

Curently
enrolled
at another
college or
university?

READERS CAUTION
Ads appearing on this page may
involve a charge for phone calls,
booklets, information, CODs, etc.
Reply with caution, (tf)

EARN
transfer
credits
over the
summer!

Student Organizations
Does your registered student
organization have a speaker,
fundraiser or other event coming up?
The Lanthorn would love to know
about it. Come to our office located at
100 Commons and fill out a press
release form, (tf)

Tell your lover you love ’em. Wish a
friend good luck. Lift someone's spirit
Put it in writing. Make it public.
Lanthom Personals are a great way
to let someone know you carp. Call
616-331-2460
for
more
information.(tf)

4
Bedroom, 2
Bath home,
$1300/month, Near East Grand
Rapids. Offering student discount.
Call 446-6929 (4/7)

Writers
Get published and get paid. The
Lanthorn is seeking essays, very
short stories, poetry and opinion
columns that relate to campus issues
and themes. Humor pieces especially
wanted. E-mail the editor at
editorial@lanthom.com (tf)

Be Our Guest
@ Macomb I
f

Large 3 bedroom apartment North
West side, minutes from downtown.
$735/month utilities included. 2620660. (3/31)
Mobile home for sale! Located
minutes from campus in Allendale
Meadows. 2 bedroom, 1 bath, AC, all
appliances included, big yard &
neighborhood pool. Pets allowed.
$3499 O.B.O. Needs to Sell. Call
Julie @ 231-578-1925 or 231-6386705 Leave a message. (5/13)
Roommate Situation Not Working?
Call Ottawa Creek Apartments 11127
52nd Avenue, 1 or 2 bedroom units
available. (616) 453-9190 or (616)
677-5270 (3/24)

News Tips
The Grand Valley Lanthom editorial
staff appreciates your news tips and
story ideas. Please help us make
news available to the public. E-mail
your tip to lanthom@gvsu.edu (tf)

Be our guest at Macomb College
• Same material as classes offered at 4-year schools
• Transfer credits shorten degree completion time
• Small classes, personal attention, and saves money

r I N E M A R K,

• Convenient times—day, evening, weekend and online
CINEMARK- GRANDVILLE

It’s easy!

R «ortoAn Crossings Mjli 616-532-8^31 K

To get all the information you'll need
• call 866.Macomb1 toll free or
• click on our website at www.macomb.edu
• request and complete a guest student packet

Grandville 5 bedroom home for rent.
Next to the new mall. $ 1250/month.
Call Fitz at 291-3480 (3/24)

Spring/Summer registration starts March 28, 2005

4 Rent - Very large 3 bedroom duplex
with everything newly updated, less
than 1/2 mile from downtown campus,
includes laundry & water. $850/month
458-2781 (3/24)

Spring/Summer classes start May 2, May 23 or June 13, 2005

WANTED: 1 to 2 sub-leasers for
over the summer. Nice clean
affordable
townhouse.
Washer/Dryer, dishwasher, own
bedroom, and own bathroom. Call
Laura at 517422-7193 or Christ
at (248) 798-3147(tf)

Macomb
Community College
visit

3 bedroom, 2 bath in Walker, partially
finish basement. $1250/month, call
262-0660 for more info. (3/31)
Large 3 bedroom 2 bathroom house
in Standale, minutes from campus,
$1100/month. 262-0660. (3/31)
Take a tour of our website and find
your
new
college
home.
www.american-realty.net 913-9004.
(4/21)

LOST & FOUND

ANNOUNCEMENTS

A lifetime of opportunity. Close to home.

cinemark.com
WImIi Mmd

Lost and Found ads are FREE for the
first insertion!! 25 words maximum.
Email lanthom@gvsu.edu

f

Automotive

Great Student Homes. 2-5
Bedroom Houses. Remodeled
throughout
GR.
$800$1200/month. 913-9004 or
www.american-realty.net
(4/21)

Large 5 bedroom with 1 bedroom
guest house. 3 full baths, off street
parking for 7 cars, near GVSU
downtown
campus,
completely
remodeled, large deck, fenced yard,
vaulted ceiling, 4500 sq. ft. Total rent
$2375 includes all utilities and some
furnishings. Call Sean 616-862-8737

minutes from Allendale campus
Available in May. For more info call
895-6873 or 690-3013 (4/7)

Advertising
Classifications

GRAND VALLEY LANTHORN

PERSONALS

Roommate wanted: $310/month,
includes water & laundry, very large 3
bedroom duplex. 458-2781 (3/24)

For Rent: Off campus housing, 1
bedroom house, $450/month, 5

The Grand Valley Lanthom
reserves the right to edit or roject
any advertisement at any time and
to place all advertisements under
proper classification.

NOTICES
FOR RENT: WEALTHY THEATRE
HISTORICAL
DISTRICT,
832
Wealthy SE Duplex, 2 bedroom/1
bath Upstairs unit, $565 per month +
utilities. NORTHEAST, 601 Leonard
NE, 2 bedroom/1 bath lower unit,
$795 per month + deposit & utilities.
No Pets. NORTHEAST, 601 Leonard
NE, 2 bedroom/1 bath upper unit,
$550 per month + deposit & utilities.
No Pets. Call 616-437-2164 (4/14)

For Rent: Off campus housing, Large
5 bedroom, 2 bath, Less than 5
minutes from Allendale campus
Available in May, for more info call
895-6873 or 690-3013 (4/7)

(3/24)

Birthdays
Employment
For Sale
Housing
Lost & Found
Miscellaneous
Notices
Personals
Roommates
Services
Wanted

Standard of Acceptance

B9

www.rnacomb.edu/866 Macomb1 (toll free)

to mm FtEE showtime no turn

Homes for Rent
At Allendale Meadows
& Knollwood Estates

Manufactured Homes
Starting at $495 per month
Featured Home:
Ready to move into brand new home on outside lot.
3 bedroom, 2 bath in Knollwood $695
Special $230 security deposit until 4-1-03
Call Susan at Sun Homes

616*895.6684

Close to Campus
3 Bedrooms/2 Baths
All Kitchen Appliances
Washer/Dryer
Central Air
(1,200-1,300 Square ft.)

Pregnant? Worried?

Awesome
Options offers confidential free
pregnancy testing/options advising. In
Jenison, across from Meijer and
Fazoli’s. M&T 2-5 PM, Wednesday
10-1 PM, Thursday 6-9 PM 667-2200
www.awesomeoptions.com (3/24)

I .jiml I /('KMny ()pportu$nt}. X’ofc: All itppluitrtti must complete <: rental application and !>«• approve,! for community residency.

11400 Boyne Blvd. Allendale MI 49401

Best Deal In Town!

www.suncommunities.com

Lake Michigan Drive Apartments

Tired or stressed out? Beauticontrol
offers spa-quality skin care products
at a fraction of the price! Book your
spa escape today! Call Kelly
Nieuwbeerta,
Beauticontrol

Spacious Floor Plan
*High Speed Internet Included

"Quiet, Convenient, Connected"

*ln Building Laundry
We make Banking
as easy as 1 -2-3!

*10-12 Month Leases Available

1. Free Online Home Banking
2. Free Debit Cards
3. 3 ATMs on campus

*Most Utilities Included

*Great Tenant Value
*Conveniently Located by Campus
Convenient Bus Access

4415 Lake Michigan Dr.

_
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The First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution
guarantees that your thoughts, speech, and expression
of beliefs can be displayed proudly and boldly.

The First Amendment - Keep it Strong!
Con^rcs* shall Make no (aw respecting an e*+af>(irhMent of

REE/G/CW,

or prohibiting the free exercise thereof or abridging the freedom of SPEECH,
or of the PRESS; or the ri^ht of the people peaceably to ASSEMBLE?
and to PETITION the .pov'crnMcnt for a redrew of grievances.

This message made possible by the
Illinois Press Association Foundation and Copley First Amendment Center
www.illinoisfirstamendmentcenter.com

Michigan Press Association A Michigan Newspapers, Inc.
MICHIGAN PRESS ASSOCIATION
Representing Daily and Weekly
Newspapers since 1868

827 North Washington Avenue • Lansing, Michigan 48906-5199
Phone: 517.372.2424 • Fax: 517.372.2429
www.michiganpress.org * mpa@michiganpress.org
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MICHIGAN NEWSPAPERS, IN

The marketing affiliate of
the Michigan Press Associate

